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Mondale Visits l.aGuardia
by Tom Dunphy
Democratic Presidential Candidate
Walter Mondale made a campaign
stop at LaGuardia Community College on April 2. The former vice-pres ident , who was accompanied by City
Council President Carol Bellamy, College President Joseph Shenker, and a
host of other city officials, visited a
dietetic lab and fielded questions from
students in a question and answer session during his 40 minute visit.
Mondale arrived at 2:30 p.m. and
was led by Secret Service bodyguards
through a curious horde of students,
faculty, and press. He then donned a
white smock and sat in a dietetic tech
class for ten minlltes.
.'
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Guardia curriculum "a model for what
should be occuring all over this nation."
The former vice-president described the New York primary as a
"shootout at the OK Corral."
Mondale promised, if elected president, "to lead this world to a safer
world" and "to reduce the risks ofthose
God-awful nuclear weapons." He said
that America would once again stand
for "human rights, dignity, and justice."
After the question and answer session, MM. Mondale was led out of the
building to an awaiting motorcade and
his contingent sped otftQ h.js.me)(t"'
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statement and answered questions
from LaGuardia students.
Mondale spoke in broad terms
about the rebuilding of the nation's
economy and the importance of education in America. He called the La-

York Democd~ticprimaiy of APril 3 by
a wide margin, outdistancing rivals
Gary Hart and Jesse Jackson.
Student reaction to the Mondale
visit was mixed. Many were excited by
the hoopla, but some were skeptical.

LaGuardia's
Crosswalk
by Nqdine Winslow

Dancing Up a Stonn/Ethnic Dancers
at LaGuardia's Festival

When the students of LaGuardia
Community College returned to
school on March 27, they found yellow
and orange barriers placed across the
fronts of both the Community College
and Middle College, blocking their
usual crossing paths. To make sure that
no one tried to cross, there were security guards posted on both sides of the
street equipped with blowhorns.
Some students remarked that the
barriers make them feel like children.
Audra Randolf said, "I feel like I'm
back in high school" and her friend
Mona Barnes agreed. "The whole
thing is stupid because they can't stop
you from crossing the street when you
want to cross."
Angelo Russo also felt that the barriers were childish. While he said that
"Barriers are for high schools not colleges," he also felt that · the barriers
were doing the job.
As a whole, students at LaGuardia
felt that they were adult and responsible enough to cross a street. Whether
they agreed with the barriers or not,
they all felt it demeaning to have someone yelling at them through a blowhom. Some said that it wouldn't be
half as bad if"they didn't continuously
yell at us."
1

Steven Nevin, a Data Processing major
said, "I felt like he didn't give them a
straight answer, he gave them a runaround. That's typical politics for you."

The consensus of Mondale supporters
was that he was the candidate most
likely to defeat President Reagan.

Steve Guarino said, "It's not a bad
idea, however, they don't have to be so
technical! If there are no cars coming,
why can't we cross the street? We are
college students, and we know when to
cross the streets."
But the question is, why have there
been cases of students being hit? Betty
Pustelniak gave her view as a driver.
She said, "I feel the barriers are good
because when half of those kids cross
the street, they aren't paying attention
to the traffic. They are too busy laughing with theirfriends or trying to beat
the traffic. J feel better driving by the
college npw because I know that someone is not going to dart out of nowhere.
It was nerve wracking with all the kids
standing in the middle of the street. I
feel it's making everyone more cautious."
When some of LaGuardia's Security
figures were interviewed, there was no
difference in their opinions. Ed Sisco,
, Security Supervisor of LaGuardia
said, "I think the crosswalk is effective
because a lot more people are crossing
at the crosswalk now and we have had
less incidents of accidents. I know it's
doing a good job now but the real test
will come in the summer when there
are more people out in front of the
building."
Security guard Andy Belt agreed
with Mr. Sisco. He said, "I think it's
working out pretty good. The students
here are pretty cooperative and nobody seems tp get hurt-so far." But
Belt 'also commented on the fact that
"if the student Can get across the street

when cars are not coming, then they
take their own chances, they are on
their own ."
Moses Sanders, the Assistant to the
Director of Operational Services said,
"It's a marvelous idea to have those
crosswalks. Everyone should cross at
the light anyway. There have been approximately a half dozen accidents and
all have been females. It is my duty to
train my men to be able to instruct the
students properly and not yell at them.
Once the student has been instructed,
it is up to that individual whether or not
to listen. My position is this and I quote
'without students, there would be no
college.' In my book, students come
first."
One LaGuardia student had a novel
idea. Gregory Goodwin said, "The
school should spend some money
and build an overpass for the students."
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Insult to
Injurv
The temptation has always been
great for LaGuardia students to dodge
traffic while crossing Thomson Avenue. Recently, though, barriers were
placed in front of the school to discourage jaywalkers, and guards equipped
with megaphones were posted on both
sides of the street to enforce this.
Of course, The Bridge does not advocate that students jaywalk. Thomson Avenue is a highly dangerous thoroughfare with speeding vehicles
approaching from both directions.
The Bridge urges students to use extreme caution, and to take the extra
mi nute to use the crosswalk and insure
their safety.
However, the current situation with
the guards is both an overreaction and
aa insult to the LaGuardia student
body. As college students, we are presumed to be responsible adults, and
with that responsibility, it is assumed
that we are able to cross the street by
ou rselves. The barriers are justifiable if
they divert pedestrians to the crosswalk. . But to have guards posted on
both sides of Thomson Avenue, poised
and ready to shame students into
obeying traffic laws, is an outrage and
should be stopped.

Disabled
Students
Taken
For
Granted

KillOlvmpic
Amateur
Status
by Stephen J. Guarino
The United States has kept amateur
status for its Olympic athletes alive too
wng. Enough is enough. Othercountries support and reward their atheltes.
Our athletes should have financial
freedom. Amateur status has not been
around as long as the Olympic Games;
therefore, the existence of amateur
status breaks tradition.
Amate;r status was started by England in order to separate social
classes in competition, benefiting the
aristocrats. This created difficulty for
the working class because they had less
time to train. Most people are not
aware of this and accept the fact that
pro-athletes should not be allowed to
compete in the Olympic Games. Therefore, the United States is continuing a
prejudicial tradition.
In ancient Greece, the Olympic
champions were not only athletic
heroes, but local and national idols as
well. The athletes who excelled received more than symbols of victory.
According to Archaeology Magazine,
"In the sixth century B.c., an athlete
from Athens who won an Olympic victory not only would be crowned with
an olive wreath at Olympia, but in his
reutrn horne would expect to receive
500 drachme-a fortune in cash-and
the promise of free meals at the city

women go to college. Playboy is not
interested in women attending college
unless they are willing to spread their
legs "intellectually" in their centerfold .
Some people claim that Playboy
contains some level ofliterary content.
I will not argue this point, exceptto say
that this intellectual gloss over Playboy's
women-hating
philosophy
makes it a particularly dangerous form
of pornography. Hugh Hefner tries to
disassociate himself and his company
from pornography. What Hefner calls
sexual liberation is in fact the oppression, degradation and dehumanization of women. Playboy is also a racist
publication. It thinks that women of
color should be animals, slaves and
prostitutes, and trivializes their real
liberation movements. A magazine
promoting these ideas has no place
being sold for profit in our college
bookstore.
I am not an advocate of censorship
and fully respect the First Amendment. What I am objecting to is the .
physical and psychological violence in .
The Democratic presidential pripornography and the degradation of
• I
maries are in high gear right now; .t he
women. Playboy is pornography, no
.• ,_ "Il!!'. ~. "\,;..;.~=:::::==~.,,.,~.~:;~~~~~
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to capture the ' number of delegates
assume inat OlympIc athletes alWays --:i'ue-purpose of this article is (0
needed for the party nomination. No
participated for competition alone. A
heighten the awareness of the students
Cooperative Education is a fact of
and faculty, of the dangerous social
matter whom you support, one lesson
form of professionalism did exist.
life for LaGuardia. students. Along
can be drawn from the results of these
Our athletes devote their lives to
message Playboy promotes. I do not
with their internships, students are reseek to stop the publication of Playboy.
primaries.
America. Money, man's necessary evil,
quired to take seminar classes to supYou r vote does count.
should not be a factor. The efforts of
However, through educating the public
plement the internship experience.
our athletes are their gift to all Amerito the oppression and degradation of
Large numbers of people have regisThough these seminars meet only
tered to vote over the past year and are
cans. Our giftto them is supporting the
women, and the distortion of human
once per week, students must put in a
death of Olympic status.
relationships that pornography enexercising newfound political clout. If
good degree of effort in order to pass
you have not already done so, The
courages, I seek to make pornography
these seminar classes. Yet no credits
Bridge urges you to register to vote and
an unprofitable business. I urge
are awarded at the completion of these
to exercise your right this November.
women to condone pornography and
courses.
The Bridge feels that one additional
men not to buy it.
For too long, students have been apaI have been attending LaGuardia for
thetic when it comes to the selection of
credit should be awarded to the to the
the president. We urge you to make
E~itor
almost 2 years. This is the first quarter
student upon the successful compleg,
that Ihave not bought my books in the
your political convictions known by
tion of each seminar. The work revoting in the election this November.
school bookstore. I will not patronize
quired in the seminar is valid enough
the bookstore . until Playboy is reto warrant some sort of reward, and
As I walked into our school bookmoved. I have been inconvenienced by
The Bridge feels that one credit isjustistore to price my biology book, I was
my decision. As a woman fighting for
fied and would greatly help students
expecting a shock. However, the subtrue equality, this inconvenience is
along in the educational process here
stantial blow to my budget, was not
much smaller than the inconvenience
at LaGuardia.
nearly as shocking as the display of pornography causes in my life by de. Playboy magazine on the new magafining me by sexual function . I urge
zine stand. I left the store without pureveryone who objects to the sale of
chasing anything.
Playboy in the bookstore not to do
I find it inappropriate to be conbusiness there. Playboy has the right to
stantly bombarded by the degrading
publish, but we have the right to make it
images of women proudly displayed in
.T he B~idge is the o~cial student newspaper of LaGuardia Community College.
unprofitable for them to do so.
candy stores, delis and in subway
It IS pubhshed by an mdependent student staff and financed by Student Activities
Chris Duffy, Student
newsstands. I avoid doing business
Fun~s .. Opi~ions expressed in the paper are not necessarily those of the college
with any store that sells pornography.
The International Club at LaGuaradmlnIstratlOn, faculty or the student body. Editorial opinion expressed herein is
For a college bookstore to carry Playdia Community College is very condetermined by a majority vote of The Bridge.
boy is completely unacceptable.
cerned about the increased tuition for
~ot responsible fo~ unsolicited materials and all material subject to editing.
is
LaGuardia
Community
College
foreign students and out-of-state stuEntue contents copynght 1984 by The Bridge. All rights reserved. No part of this
an institution of higher education.
dents. Despite the problems that forpaper may be reproduced without publisher's wirtten permission. The Campus
Higher education is the search for
eign students already have to confront
Commun!cations Network office is located in Room M-1l2/M-114, at LaGuardia
and
truth.
Playboy
is
the
knowledge
in a totally new environment, a new
CommunIty College, 31-10 Thomson Avenue, Long Island City, NY mOl. Teleof
these
goals.
Playboy
is
a
antithesis
tuition
raise has been proposed.
phone (212) 626-5462.
We feel that a new increase in the
magazine that degrades women. It is a
source of misinformation about
tuition will become an impediment for
Editor-in-chief: Thomas Dunphy
Faculty Advisor: Michael Blaine
and
about
human
relationwomen
many students to continue studying. In
Assistant Editor: Xiomara Laureano SAC Coordinator: Umoja Kwanguvu
ships.
.
addition, as the dollar gets stronger in
Assistant Managing Editor: Mario Arreaga
To sell Playboy in our school bookthe world economy, the foreign stuCopy Edit?r: Tanya Corona .
Writers: Nancy Bartnikowski, David Tomack,
store is an affront to all women attenddents' currency becomes worthless.
Spor~s Ed!tor: E~ward HollIns
Michael Fettinger, David Youngwood, Janet
ing LaGuardia. Playboy insists that all
A fellow student from Queens ColMUSIC ~Itor: LJ~a Roe.cker
Rivera, Ramona Henry Kenol Angelo Russo
women are the sexual playthings of
lege told me, "In their campaing this
Arts Editor: Nadme Wmslow·
.
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Richard Hamdton, Toussamt Foster, Vmcent
men. To Playboy women are always
year, the Student Government claimed
S clence I or: ep en uanno C ousm,
. L'
J'
L'Isa J0 h nson,
UlS Samos,
bunnies, playmates or pets even when
(continued) rJ 3
Mario Verdugo.
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Access to an education for the disabled student has always been more
difficult. Though some minor improvements have been detected, the
fact remains that the disabled student
must endure a virtual obstacle course
in order to get around the school. Elevators are sometimes out of order
doors are often locked and most
bathrooms are inaccessible.
The Bridge feels that all students
disabled or otherwise, should join to~
gether in an effort to make the changes
they feel are necessary for them to get
the most out of the school. If students
do not let the college know what their
needs are, then nothing will ever be
done. Though we realize that funds are
limited, access for disabled students at
LaGuardia should be improved.

Get Out and ,"
Vote

Letter to the
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A Bit of History for
Mr.Reagan
by Mario Arreaga

Stu~ent Apathy Hurts Us All
by XiomaraLaureano
dance at the theatre. When one of the
LaGuardia Community College is
speakers left she took with her the peodedicated to enriching the student
ple that she had arrived with. To my
body's education as well as helping to
amazement, that left the theatre with
develop a well rounded experience in
about twenty students. Our Latin popextra-curricular activities. A calendar
ulation is enormous! Where were all
of events is put out by the Office of
the students?
College and Community Relations.
As a full time student I realize that
Other announcements are posted on
the quarter system "flies by" quickly
bulleti n boards throughout the school.
and it is easy to fall behind in aca~t, in the recent Student Government
demics. But attending some of these
elections only 427 students voted out of
activities would surely not limit valu7,000 registered students.
able study time even ifbeing a member
Those of us who are involved in
of a specific club is impossible for some
school activities notice that it is often
too .
·'~<?<t'.~~· · :.. ,.. ~t¥;·:~.m~~~_l n mg 1 Q the'
ructions. It is ashame to have dubs pay- ,',
We need 'to ' upport each other and
the activities that are presented to us.
musical groups, theatre groups, etc., to
Students, faculty and staff work hard
come and perform during their club
to present these functions and an
program and then have the theatre not
empty theatre is a slap in the face.
even half filled. After all, the money
As assistant editor of "The Bridge," I
that is used is our own student activiam often asked why we don't cover certies money paid by us. It is not even a
tain activities. There are only a handmatter of these activities taking place
ful of people aiding in the production
during class hours. They are usually
of the paper. If it is not posslble to work
held during club period when students
in the office, then articles, poetry, news
have the time off.
events and events covered in the school
On Wednesday, May 16th the Hisare always welcome.
panic Images Committee of LaGuarAs students, we only get out of
dia organized a program in the theatre
school as much as we put into it. Inentitled, "The Latin American
volvement helps to broaden our educaWoman: (A Historical Perspective)."
tional experiences, as well as enabling
They had invited several speakers and
us to meet other students and cultivate
also an incredible all women dance
new friendships.
and music group. I was glad to see that
at least about 35 people were in atten-

Letter to the
Editor

What we need now, Mr. Reagan, as
Latin Americans, is a President who
thinks of Latin Americans as equals.
You recently went on television to ask
for support for your Central American
policy and , as usual , you demostrated
your superior ability to insult us and
distort our history to suit your purpose. Especially degrading is your referring to Central America as '?\mer~ca's
Backyard and ')\merica's
Doorstep," as if we had no substance or
historical perspective of our own.
Politics aside, there are specific facts
about Centr~l Ameri<;a,and Latin
• America in general, which contradict
your statements. Below are a few of
your remarks, made in support of your
policy of intervention, together with
' Ji analysiS that dealS with the latin
American point of view.
You said that EI Salvador's "Cuban
trained and armed guerrillas" are
leading a campaign of violence against
their own people. Yet, the guerrillas
did not lead a campaign to exterminate some 40,000 Salvadorans in the
last five years; The Salvadoran Government, supported by you, did.
You stated: "In Guatemala, political
parties and trade unions are functioning." So are right wing death squads, of
the same type that operate in El SalvadOL

'

,

You also said that "Honduras made
a peaceful transition to democracy in
1982." But you failed to mention that
under that new government, human
rights abuses have increased in Honduras.
'Costa Rica is a weB-established and

raise the tuition because they are supported by City funds. Therefore, LaGuardia will keep the same tuition. I
hope I don't recieve a surprise letter in
the mail giving me the "new welcome
special for Foreign Students."
Cesar Arellano
President
LaGuardia International Club

that they prevented the tuition hike.
However, next semester part of the
Queens College population (foreign
and out-of-state) will be paying higher
tuition rates."
For those who don't know the fear of
counting every cent to pay for education, it is very easy to propose new
increases in the tuition. But since foreign students are a minority of the student population, I feel this proposal is
discriminatory.
I tried to get "true" facts about this
"hike" but it seems nobody knows or
nobody wants to be involved. However,
I find that Community Colleges won't

3

healthy democracy." Well, it is a shame
that your administration is jeopardizin~ that ,s tatus; pushing Costa Rica to
drop its neutral relations with Nicaragua and join the United States and
Honduras in military excercises.
You called the Nicaraguan rebels
"freedom fighters." This is especially
disturbing, since it is common knowledge, not only in Nicaragua but in
Latin America, that during Somoza's
regime those same "freedom fighters"
based in Honduras engaged in brutalit); human rights abuses and mass
murder against the Nicaragwpl people.
'
"We do not start wafs. We will never
be the agressor." This hypocritical
statement \)rings up questions. Who is
funding rebels to overthrow an internationally recognized governm nt?
Who has mined another country's
harbors and directed air raids against
it? And who is building all those military bases in Honduras?
These words are not meant to support any particular ideology involved
in the Central American conflict; they
are meant to support the right of countries to self determination. Stop making Central America the grounds of an
East-West struggle ' because what is
going on there is something more profound. It is only people trying to define
themselves and gain control of their
destinies, so that in theJuture they can
write their history and be able to say it
is their own. That, Mr. Reagan, is what
democracy is supposed to be all about.
Isn't it?

•
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Polled on Democratic Primary
GarvHart

Students
Faculty

Jesse Jackson

65

Walter Mondale

127

· /36
..

9

21

5

.S tudents Polled on
Draft/Financial
Aid ,Law
A new Federal Law mandates that all 18 years old males must register for the
draft in order to receive Federal Financial Aid.
\. Do you think the law is fair?
Y ES: 106
NO: 279
2.lf you could get financial aid without registering would you register anyway?
Y ES: 196
NO: l7l
3. Do you think registering should be optional or mandatory?
Optional: 244
Mandatory: 137
QU ESTION: Whatdoyo,l..ltbi~9fthelaw?
.
.,
.
.'
Sharon-Lou Gibson: "rmdefinftely against it because itdoes not~gfv~ap~Hobin
free country freedom of choice. Instead it backs you against a wall and tells one,
you have to or else suffer."

a.

Michael Anderson: "I dont think it is a good idea because you have a lot ofpeople
with legitimate reasons not to sign, and the law is for everybody."
Arturo Becerra: "It is fair. It is right for military purposes instead ofhaving males
hanging around in the street. Better future for the country."
Ronald Jenkins: "It is fair. If the government is going to give funds , they want
something in return. One hand washes the other."
April Green: "The law should not interfere with education. It violates freedom of
choice. I don't think people should be screened for financial aid if they don't want
to register."

Disabled·
Students Club
by Nancy Bartnikowski
There was a meeting of the disabled
students of LaGuardia Community
College on Wednesda); May 9, 1984.
The pu rpose of the meeting was to get a
group of students together and see if
there was a need to have a club for
disabled students.
There was a club called S.Q.D.A.
(Student's Organization for Deaf
Awareness) in existence at LaGuardia,
but it was stopped because of a lack of
student participation. This neW club
would not be limited to deaf students;
students with all kinds of disabilities
would be encouraged to join. Students
without disabilities would also be welcomed in the effort to get this club
started.
The theme of the discussion centered upon what the purpose and goals
of such a club would be. However, the
turnout for the meeting was small, so
not much progress was made.
There will be another meeting in the
near future, and participation by the
student body is encouraged.

SnJDENfS VOICE POUTICAL VIEWS
by Usa Johnson
During the month of Aprll1984,
students and faculty were asked
to participate In a poll that asked,
"Whom do you prefer for the Democratic Nomination?" Out of
the four hundred-twenty six surveyed, one hundred forty eight
students and faculty combined
prefered Walter Mondale. Jesse
Jackson came very close to Waiter Mondale with one hundred
forty" two faculty and students in
his favor. Gary Hart 'trailed far
behlnd WlthseveJity one votes for
him. Sixty five students and faculty chose none of the above.
These~plewere eltherfor Ronald Reagan or they were undecid-

others." When asked ifshe thought
MondaIe's visit to LaGuardia influenced the students, she repUed," 1
dont think tbafs ,the only reason
wily students 8Ul'\'eyed picked him
out 1think his vlslt helped. Perhaps
the students felt a "closeness" to
MondaIe. They probably felt he
Came to show his concem for a
good education that ereryone is
eotltIed to have.
.

"Jnst 'because Mondale came
here that doesn't mean anything.
He was just campaigning Uke e\'eIY~'
one eIes, trying to get more votes,"
said Saul SwInton a 23 year old
LaGuardia student Saul who is
unregistered, said he fawn Jesse
Jackson more than Mondale or
Hart, but is stili undecided. He
feels that he can relate better to
Jackson because he Is black and a
reUglous man. "I think that is wily
most black students choose him.
He (Jackson) speaks our language"

ed.

Patricia Jones, a twenty year
old student at LaGuardia, said
that she prefered Walter Mondale.
"Even though 1have not registered
yet, 1tend to lean more toward him
(Walter Mondale) because 1 think
he haS more experience than the
final flQureSabove)
( in chart
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"He's the only onepresentlng
himself In a clear way," said
Stephanie Cook. "Mondale speaks
ahs1ractIy and nobody even knows
where Hart came from." Stepbanle
is nineteen and a student at laGuardia. She wted for Jesse Jackson in the New York State PrtmaIy
and conftrms that it bad absolutely
nothing to do with the fact that she
is black. She belleYes that Jesse
Jackson Is for all races and
religions. 1bere'. notbIng wrong
wIIb black people looIdDg up to.hIm
(Jackson). 1 beUeYe If it weren't for
Jacbon nmnIng for PresIdeot ID08t
blacks would remain unregistered
and apaIbetlc about poIltIcs today."

The Consumer L.aw Club:
No Complaint is Too Small
by David Youngwood
Do you feel your consumer rights
have been violated by a merchant or
corporation? Are you in need of a mediator to settle anyone of your consumer complaints? The Consumer
Law Club could be just the right medicine for your woes.
According to Consumer Law Club
President Jackie Gabriellini~ the club
acts as a "student outreach information center" for students at LaGuardia.
Added Vice-President Neila· Krauss,
"We act as mediators between consumers and merchants when a dispute
comes up. We will mediate and investigate any consumer complaint. We are a
consumer hotline right here at LaGuardia. No complaint is too small."
When questioned as to how the
Consumer Law Club helps consumers
with complaints, President Gabriellini stated, "We can help mediate just
about any dispute: faulty products,
mail-order advertising, accident
claims, warranties, product misrepresentation, and fraudulant advertisement. We help mediate through writing letters and phone calls. We have
gotten results in the past."
Stated Vice-President Krauss,
"Consumers must make the first move,
take the first step as it were, in order for

Mayor Makes Point at LaGuardia Taxi Institute

Koch Opens L.aGuardia
Taxi Institute
by Tom Dunphy
Mayor Ed Koch visited LaGuardia
Community College on April 7 to officially declare the opening of the New
York Taxi Driver Institute. Koch , accompanied by College President Joseph Shenker and Taxi Commissioner
Jay Turoff, toured classrooms and
asked questions of students enrolled in
the program.
The ribbon c\.ltting ceremony was
highlighted by the appearance of Reu-

him back to his home in Greenwich
Village.
"I remember the trip," said the
Mayor.
"I remember the tip," replied Mr.
Cohen.
Mr. Cohen politely declined to reveal the amount of the gratuity.
The New York City Taxi Driver Institute is a new program which is required
of all new medallion drivers in the city.

NewL.atin
Voice
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driving a hack since 1925.
Mr. Cohen stated that one of the
highlights of his career as a driver was
when he picked up then Congressman
Koch at LaGuardia Airpor.t and drove

driver safety. Drivers may take the
courses while simultaneously driving a
cab.
Koch hailed the program, calling it
"a superb job."

Latin Amencan students at LaGuardia have a place where they can
share their common experiences and
their cultural backgrounds. The Dominican Club (EI Club Dominicano
en Accion), is named for the country of
its founding members but it is open to
Latin Americans of all nationalities. It
may not be working at its fullest potential, but it is trying and at present the
club represents the only voice for the
Spanish speaking population at LaGuardia.
According to club president Marcos
Tejeda, the club represents an outlet for
Latinos to express themselves and
make their presence felt at the college.
"The Hispanic community here is
solid, we are 40% of the student body,
and yet there exists a discriminatory
aspect. If you don't speak English here,
you are inferior, and we should feel
proud of our language. The important
thing is to organize. This club can be a
determining factor for us to achieve
equal status."
As club member Jose Castillo sees it
the discriminatory aspect is not bor~
at LaGuardia, but is one that has been

The "New" Student
Government
by Xiomara Laureano
The spring quarter marked the election of a new student government.
Four hundred and twenty seven
members of the student body went to
the polls and voted for their preferred
candidates. lWelve students were
elected as governors and on May 2nd, a
meeting was held in the president's
conference room to elect the official
officers.
Bryan Lezama is the new president
and Oscar Sarasky is the new vicepresident. The new governors of the
council are Alfred Johnson, Anna Austin, Alex 1. Rudolph, Thomas D.
Greene, Elaine Allen, Tony Curotto,
Jimmy Urtubia, Efrain Montanez,
Lenore Guerrero, and Nelson Rodriguez.
Luis Merchant, the former president, will continue to work with the
incoming government as advisor.
The Student Government represents LaGuardia's student body in all
interactions with faculty, staff, administration and community.
Students in\'olved in the government
learn to further develop their leadersh ip skills, management skills, as well
as learning how to prepare a budget.

,\;' ~,Ma.r;oArre.aga

Together with the Student Activities
Department~ one oftheir main goals is

to increase interest and participation
among students at LaGuardia.
Student Government is alloted $1.50
from the student activity fee of each
student every quarter. Part of the responsibilities of the Student Government are to approve the budgets of all
clubs and organizations within the
school.
The governors form a part of several
committees whose main objectives are
to keep students informed about college activities as well as to form a hason
between Student Government and the
entire student body. In existence now
are the following committees-Essential Services, Complaints, Communication, Political Focus, Cu.N.Y Liason
and Budget Managemeilt.
Students who have problems, who
need advice, or who just want to get
involved are encouraged to come to the
Student Goverment office in Room
Ml60.
Oscar Sarasky, the new vice president, emphatically stated, "1 want to
help students. 1 am bilingual and will
be there to help any student."

us to help. They must contact us and
make us aware of their complaints.
Then we will file the complaint for
them. Without consumer complaints
against them, merchants could do
whatever they please against consumers." Added President Gabriellini,
"The best thing we can do for consumers is to educate them to the fact
that they have rights as consumers.
Consumers are not always aware of
that facL"
"We are not lawyers, we are students.
Students who are concerned for other
students' consumer rights. A consumer gives us a complaint and we
make the actual inquiries. And as was
said before, 'No complai nt is too sma II.'
If you do have any consumer complaints, you can contact:
LaGuardia Community College
Consumer Law Club, Room MI60-B
(212)786-7856

*** *** *** ***

Come one, come all! The Consumer
Law Club is holding its gigantic 10th
anniversary celebration on June 1st
starting at 1:30 p.m. in the Red Carpet
area. All are invited to come!
nurtured institutionally. "This college
has a lot of good in it. Its problems are
not unique because you will find it in
every university and it has to do with
the system. It is also our fault in part if
we are getting kicked and do nothing
a?<>ut it. ~ are&uilty of not dealing
~rectly WIth the problem and solving
rt: That's why it's important to organzlze ourselves, to demonstrate that we
are a force in this college, because nobody hands you your rights, you have
to fight for them."
This is not meant as a negative statement about the college' itself. The
problem for Latin Americans here and
at other institutions seems to be that
the powers in charge are not conscious
of their reality, which is a different reality than for an American. As one student says, "There should be a study
made about us, so that the rules that
are imposed are in agreement with our
experience. We are treated by the same
system as the Americans, but we are
not the same."
Towards that end, the Dominican
Club hopes to make progress by providing a place for Latin Americans to
talk about the similar problems that
afflict them. The biggest problem is
probably the isolation, being far from
home. and having to adapt to a new,
very different system. Now, they have a
place at the college where every
Wednesday, during club hour, they can
reach out once again for that place they
call home.

-.J .

FacultvCouncil8all
by Mario Arreaga
Think faculty have no fun? The faculty Council Ball was held on Saturday, '
May 19, for the college faculty and staff.
The cadlelit-table dinner and dance
was held in an artist's loft in Soho. Entertainment was provided by Terry
Cole of the English Department, who
played the piano.
The event was sponsored by LaGuardia's Faculty Council, which originated it for two purposes: to provide
faculty and staff with an end of the year
5

social gathering and to raise money for
a student award. Co-chairpersons are
Dr. Sandra Hanson and Hannalyn
Wilkins.
The ball was held for the second
straight year and according to Ms.
Hanson, "The members of the council
hope that this will become an annual
event."
A Faculty Council Award will be
given out in September at LaGuardia
on Honors Night.

~
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Persian.Gulf
War Heats Up
by Mario Verd!:l->og.....o_ __

Central America: Mounting Tensionsl
Nicaragua Under Fire
by~arif! Arreagli
, d . ,.!

On May 9th, President Reagan went
on national television to ask Congress
and the American public for support of
his Central American Policy. The President defined the problem in the region
as having become "the stage for a bold
att~mpt by the Soviet Union, Cuba and
Nicaragua to install communism by
force throughout the Hemisphere."
Nicaragua turned up frequently in Mr.
Reagan's speech, and at one time he
referred to the Sandinista Government
as a "Com mu n ist reign of terror."
Daniel Ortega Saavedra, Coordinator of The Sandinista Junta, rebutted
the speech by President Reagan, saying that Mr. Reagan was using itto seek
"approval for his interventionist policy
in EI Salvador and to continue murdering Nicaraguan people, sabotaging
its economy and provoking a shortage
of food and medicine."
On the charges made by President
Reagan that Nicaragua is exporting
revolution, Mr. Ortega said , "The Nicaraguan revolution is profoundly
democratic and we do Qot believe in
the export of revolution. We are com- .
mitted to respect the right of other na~
tions to self-determination."
These events demonstrated that the
build-up in Central America is not
only a military one. A build-up of hostile relations between countries is also
going on. The principal players are:
Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica and
The United States.
That relations between Nicaragua
and the other three countries are not
all roses is no mystery. What may be
more difficult to establish is who is
doing what to whom . Recent events
tend to muddle the complicated picture, but there are no quick and easy
answers. Only incidents can be reported:
April 21-The New York Times reports that the C.I.A. is said to have
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for a combat role in Central America ,
according to Pentagon and US. officials.
May 2-American officials say that
ai r raids on Nicaragua were conducted
by C.I.A. trained Latin Americans,
mostly Salvadorans, and not by Nicaraguan rebels as originally reported.
May 5-Costa Rica asks the US. for
military aid in the form of small arms.
May lO-Costa Rican government
officials say that the US. is putting
pressure on Costa Rica to quit its neutrality and support US. policy against
Nicaragua. An advisor to President
Monge is quoted as saying, "What
Reagan needs from Costa Rica is the
moral support for an invasion of Nicaragua." Administration officials denied the charges.
May ll-Honduras expels the Nicaraguan Ambassador from the country
after recalling its own envoy, as a result
of the May 8 shooting down of a Honduran helicopter over Nicaraguan territory. Honduras claims that the helicopter had strayed off course in bad
weather. Nicaragua charges that the
aircraft had been on a spying mission.
May 12-Two US. Senators call on
the Pentagon to make public its plans
for military construction and exercises
in Costa Rica this year.
May 16-Nicaraguan and Costa
Rican Foreign Ministers sign a pact to
ease tensions and armed conflicts on
the common border of the two countries.
These developments illustrate the
tensions in Central America and the
role of the US. in it, a role that at times
is not clearly defined to US. officials
themselves, as waS recently the case
over the role of the C.I.A. in the min'ing of Nicaraguan harbors. The incident raised a lot of arguments on Capitol Hill and prompted Senator Barry
Goldwater to write a letter to William

threatened Honduran and Costa
Rican based Nicaraguan rebels with
the cutoff of aid unless certain condi-.
tions laid down by the agency are met.
An officer from ARDE, the Costa
Rican based group, talked about the
role of the C.I.A. in operations against
Nicaragua. "The C.I.A. does train people for certain operations," he said,
"but that is for certain kinds of harassingjobs."

About .the mining of Nicaraguan
ports he said, "The C.I.A. did it and we
were told which locations to claim
credit for." The C.I.A.acknowledged to
Congress that their own employees,
Latin Americans not from Nicaragua,
were responsible for the minings ..
April 21-Costa Rican officials assert that some officers in the Costa
Rican government have been bribed
by Nicaraguan rebels, with C.I.A.
money, to facilitate rebel operations in
that country.
,
April 21-The Times reports that a
US. military force is in place if needed
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The Persian Gulf war is flaring up.
On May 16, a Saudi oil tanker was attacked by an Iranian Air Force warplane, according to US. officials. The
tanker, Yambu Pride, jointly owned by
Mobile Corporation and Saudi Arabia, was hit by a rocket fired from an
American-made F-4 jet. T.his latest air
attack on an oil tanker is the fifth in
three weeks. Three cargo vessels have
also been fired on.
On the same day, Reagan Administration officials said that the United
States has recently offered air support
to Arab countries in order to protect
oil tankers from military attacks and
that until now, the offers have not been
accepted.
However, White House spokesman
Larry Speakes contradicted the report, saying, "there has been no specific US. offer of direct military support, and air cover has not been
requested by any of the Gulf States."
Federal Agent Leonard Ringel, a
former history instructor stated , ')\ny
ships under US. charter or flying US.
flags should be provided protective air
cover from the US." He added, "The
US. should avoid providing protective
air cover to ships bearing foreign
flags."
The Iran-Iraq war has been going on
for almost four years but has now escalated to the Persian Gulf, involving
Arab countri in the prOccss.ThewaT ~(j
began on September 22, 19 (), with the . , .
attack on 10 Iranian airfields by Iraqi
warplanes. The dispute erupted over
sovereignty of the waterway Shatt Al
Arab that divides both countries at the
north of the Persian Gulf.
In April ofl984, Iraq reportedly used
chemical warfare against Iran. The
chemical, mustard gas, was originally
used by Germans during World War I
and later banned under the Geneva
Convention Treaty of 1925. About 1,100
Iranian soldiers were affected by the
yellow gas. Iran has also violated the
Geneva Convention agreement by executing large numbers oflraqi prisoners
of war.
The Persian Gulf War can have an
impact on the world economy. Insurance premiums have tripled in the war
zone in the last week and the threat of
. soaring gas prices could become evident at the pump.
State Department spokesman John
Hughes said, "This is an area of vital
interest to us," and" we are prepared to
defend our vital interests."
Casey, C.I.A. director, in which he said,
"I am pissed off ... the President has
asked us to back his foreign policy. Bill,
how can we back his foreign policy
when we don't know what the hell he is
doing?" .
What lies ahead for Central America seems to be increased military activity in the area by all concerned. In
this vein, an important related news
item is the May 4 article in The Times
which says that the Pentagon denied
two US. news organizations access to
cover military exercises in the Gulf of
Rmseca, which borders on EI Salvador, Honduras and Nicaragua. This
recalls Grenada and the second question: If there is American involvement
in a war in Central America, will
American journalists be allowed to
cover it?

Death 8V the River
by Mario Arreaga
"When the military left the area, after four or five days, it was scary. You could
not even reach it because ofthe stench from the dead. Later, it was announced in
t~e news th~t they had ~ilIed 30 or 40 guerrillas. And the guerrillas that they had
killed were mnocent children, some two years of age, and,pregnant women with
unborn babies killed in their wombs. These were the guerrillas that they had
killed."
Th,ere is no resentment, no anger in the voice of this refugee as he relates his
eyewitness account of a genocidal act which took hundreds oflives in a place in El
Salvador known as "Las Aradas." He displays no outward emotion,
except perhaps for a feeling of loss and of wanting to know why. The answers,
however, are not forthcoming.
It has been four years now, but the grotesque pictures conjured up bv what
became known as "The Sumpul River Massacre" are still vivid in Omar's* mind'
the images are bloody, and there are screams. Mutilated bodies and death are part
of the scenery.
Amnesty International reported the incident after an investigation and placed
the number of dead at about 600.. The report states that at about 7:00 o'clock in the
morning of the 14th of May, 1980, hundreds of peasants, upon learning that the
Salvadoran army would be conducting a military operation in the 'f\radas " in the
village ofYurique where they had taken refuge, tried to swim across the Sumpul
River which separated their country from Honduras.

An estimate by the Central American Refugee Center places the number of
Salvadoran refugees living in this country at half a million. Most of them receive
To the dismay ofthe peasants, the Honduran army, which stood 01\ the other side
h I
I h
h h S
of the river, denied them entry and forced those who had crossed to the other side
. e ~ o~ y t roug . t e" .anctuary" ~ovement, an effort originated by religious
InstItutIons of vanous faiths to provIde refugees with basic needs such as food
to turn back.
shelter and clothing.
'
At this point, Amnesty International reported , Salvadoran soldiers on foot,
I think of the numbers of refugees and of the victims of the Sumpul River
together with. a he!icpter attack, opened fire on the bewildered townspeople
Massacre and other such incidents, and visions of Vietnam and a Central American Holocaust converge in my mind.
because of their behefthat there had been guerril1as among them. When it was al1
over, hund reds of peasants lay dead by the river, which was tinted red with human
I ask Omar if the military took any prisoners on that day when they tried to cross
blood. Among the dead were many women, children and elderly people.
the river. H~ puffs on his cigarette once again and reflects for a moment before
answering, "They took about 30 prisoners. They put them in one line and then
AGccording to Paula Guardado, one of the few survivors, some of the soldiers,
who belonged to the Salvadoran National Guard, took pleasure in using infants as
they slashed their throats. They just left them there, still forming a line, with thei r
throats cut and guarded them for three days to see if anyone showed up for them."
target practice by throwing them in the air and shooting them as they came down.
The ,!-I0n?uran newspaper La ~ribuna, also interviewed ~urvivors. One of t~em
Now his son is coming towards me and he hands me a plastic t car to wind. I
wind it up and give it back to the child, who thanks me with a smi~ and then I ask
saw NatIOnal Gua~? troops rapmg a woman and then cuttmg her throat, leavmg a
gr~,at, pool of,blo~d . , . ... ; ..' , : ' . ' .' .....~ '.;.' '.A•• ,,' . .•',;•. .. "',.,...,,.""....''',.,,.,.,,,, Q~rabout the ,h.eli ~ pters.. "\Vhen .the. people tried to eros the ri er, trying 1
It s true. I ve lived It, and I ve seen It wtth my own eyes," Omar tells me as he sits ' escape the attacJ('oftbe soldIers, the helicopters sprayed them with machinegun
by the edge ofhis bed in his lower Manhattan apartment, looking down at the floor · fire." Omar's eyes now rise up and he's looking at me. "You wou ld not believe your
eyes if you saw it. The noise was tremendous, it was the sound of bullets coming
and occassionally puffing away at a cigarette. He then points to his son, who is
playfully pulling at his mother's dress. "Children two years old, like this one, they
fr?m every direction. There was a lot of smoke, and people running for a place to
hide-and screams. I saw some of the mothers in agony, already dying, smashing
cut them up slowly, starting from their fingers and moving upto their arms. And by
the heads of their babies against the stones by the river. They preferred to kill their
whose orders did these senores do this? By orders from the leaders of the death
squads. They said they wanted to teach the young soldiers how to kilL They said,
own children than letting the soldiers have them, because they knew a more
horrible and cruel death awaited them."
"This is how you kill guerrillas, these are the families ofthe guerrillas, you have to
make them feel it."
Omar also remembers the river. "It did not look black, like when the tide is up
and the river is dirty. It was just dark and imagine how much blood had Hillen on it
I know that Omar's is an extraordinary case, but I would also like to know
whether there are many more refugees out there who come to the United States for
that it was beginning to change color. The bodies floating in the river looked like
when you take a piece of paper, rip it up into many bits and throw them on top of the
similar reasons, because of direct experiences of persecution in their homeland.
I posed the question to Elice Higginbothal , a staff member of N.Y Circus, an
water."
ecumenical organization with roots in the Lutheran Church, which focuses some
And the Honduran troops on the other side. "Those were not Hondurans, they
of its work on helping to orient refugees in this country. "Most of them are here out
were Salvadoran soldiers who knew we would try to cross the river and they
of terror," she says, "I would think that 99 out of 100 are here out offear.or because
crossed it first to wait for us. They had a Honduran flag and said they were from
Honduras, but we knew their voices. Also, after we escaped we saw their jeeps
they have had some type of human right abused or taken away in their country."
hidden in the bushes." Omar's testimony raises the question of possible cooperaHaving heard many times about death squads, I decided to ask Omar about who
they were in his experience. "They are the same 'senores' of the Salvadoran
tion between the governments ofEI Salvador and Honduras, since special perm isSec.urity Forces;' he says, and points out to me that "senores" (sirs), is.the name by
s~on would be needed for one country to place soldiers inside the other's boundawhlch the townspeople generally refer to the military. "They are from the National
nes.
Guard, from the Housing Police, from the National Police, and from ORDEN (a
Omar and his wife were among the few who escaped death by the river. The
paramilitary unit) except that they don't call them ORDEN anymore, they call
small group hid in the hills for five days without food and real shelter, sleeping on
them death squads. That's who they are."
top of large stones, waiting for the soldiers to leave the area so that they could
return home. Getting there though,was not the end. "When we got back we found
I ask him about the role that ORDEN played in El Salvador in the past. Resays
they used to be in charge of "cantones" (boroughs~ and would report to the
that th~y had killed all of our livestock. The well had been poisoned and also the
military on a town's social activities, as well as relevant information such as names
food . I saw when one elderly woman drank some water and began to feel sick,
of young men who had recently turned 18 and were ready for service. "Now they
having spells."
.
organize death squads and usually go about their business wearing bandanas over
The soldiers came back a couple of times, and each time the townspeople would
grab "tortillas" and other food supplies and run towards the hills to hide. The
the bottom half of their faces, but the people know who they are because they
recognize their voices. They are the worst killers."
worst though, was over. At least for the moment. On January 28, 1982, an article in
Omar has been living in the United States for the past six months. He is safe now
the New York Times referred.to a massacre of even greater proportions taking
place in the province of Mora zan, El Salvador. The number of victims is estimated
from the violence that has been a part of everyday life in El Salvador for the past
five years, but times are still hard. He recently lost his job working for a factory at
at between 733 and 926 people, among them, at least 280 children under the age of
below-minimum wage and is finding it difficult to make ends mee~. Not being a
14.
legal resident can have its drawbacks.
' .
I find myself wondering whether Omar and his wife miss EI Salvador, si nce there
"One of the biggest problems for refugees is that they don't have any legal status,
are great differences between American culture and his own culture. There is no
need to ask him though. Omar caresses his son's hair and shares his thoughts with
they do not exist politicall);" says Ms. Higginbothal, "These people are anxious.
That's why they are afraid to shed their anonimity and why they will not define
me, "The people just want this whole thing to finish so that they can go back to
their homes. All we want is peace, but as long as they keep doing these things, the
themselves politically in any way. Circus tries to bring dispossessed exiles toghwar is just going to continue."
ether so that they can talk to other people with similar experiences and become
aware that together there are more resources available to them."
I shake his hand and walk out of his small apartment. Outside, walking in a
The situation for Salvadoran refugees in the United States is precisely that they
misty rain, my mind drifts to thoughts of arms shipments and coffins, and then I
don't exist. The Immigration Department does not categorize them as political
look at my hands. I stare hard at my palms, looking to see the blood on them, but
not in an imaginary way. That war is real, and so is the fact that I'm an American
exiles but as economic exiles. Since asylum on economic grounds is much harder
taxpayer.
to obtain , the vast majority of them are here without official status, and there are
many.
*Because of special conditions, a pseudonym was necessary.
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Soviets 8ovcott
O'Vmpics
by David Youngwood
The Soviet Union has officially announced that it will not participate in
the 23rd Summer Olympiad being held
at Los Angeles.
In a statement issued by the Soviet
National Olympic Committee, the Soviet Union cited "gross flouting" of
Olympic ideals by US. officials, the
possibility of certain groups staging
anti-Soviet demonstrations during the
Olympic Games, anti-Soviet rhetoric
by high United States government officials and the lack of "proper" security for Soviet athletes as the main factors for its pullout from the 1984
Summer Olympics.
According to Tass, the official Soviet
news agency, the Soviet statement said:
"It is known that from the very first
days of preparations for the present
Olympics the American administration has sought to set course at using
the games for its political aims," the
Soviet statement said . It added, ."Extremist organizations and groupings
of all sorts, openly aiming to create
'unbearable conditions' for the stay of
the Soviet delegation and the performance by Soviet sportsmen, have
sharply stepped up their activity with
direct connivance of the American authorities."
"In these conditions," the statement
continued, "the National Olympic
Committee of the. US,s.R,. is .c()lllpelled'to declare that participmi6h"of:r
Soviet sportsmen in the Games of the
XXIII Olympiad in Los Angleles is impossible. To act differently would be
tantamount to approving of the antiOlympian actions of the US. authorities and organizers of the games.
Chauvinistic sentiments and an antiSoviet hysteria are being whipped up in
the United States."
.
The Reagan Administration responded to the Soviet decision by stating, "The Soviet Union's pullout from
the Los Angeles Games is a blatant
political action for which there is no
real justification."
When the decision was made public
about the Soviet boycott, the mood of
some of the American athletes at the
Olympic Training Center at Colorado
Springs, Colorado was one of mixed
emotions.
AI Oerter. a discus thrower from
Bethpage, Long Island said, "If they
want to pull out, then the hell with
them ."
Michael Jordan, a basketball player,
stated, "Big deal. The show's going to
go on without them ."
Ca rl Lewis, a track and field runner,
add ed , "[ guess they feel they are getti ng back at us for the boycott in 1980. I
don't think it will make that much ofa
difference. It will be the talk of the
town for a while, but I think most people are to the point where they are fed
up with the Russians and won't care if
thev aren't there."
Dwight Jones, a pole volter, stated,
"They're trying to push our government into concessions that I'm glad
we're not making. What do they want
us to dd? Clear away the heat and smog?
They had no trouble with that in Mexico City."
Added Tom Tellez, the United
States' assistant track coach, "When
you don't have all the world's best there,
it can't be the best. I don't think the
Games will be the same. I don't think

they were the same in 1980. It's no
longer a World's Championship. It will
be reduced to a regional contest, especially if the East Germans and other
Communist countries follow the Russian's lead."
Other Americans have also reacted
with mixed emotiems.
'
Peter V. Ueberroth, president of the
Los Angeles Olympic Organizipg
Committee, said after a meeting with
President Reagan at the White House,
"It appears that we are paying the price
for 1980. That's our interpretation.
Again, the ones who are hurt are the
athletes!'
Former President Jimmy Carter,
who in 1980 called for a worldwide
boycott of the Moscow Olympic
Games to demonstrate opposition to
the Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan which began in December
1979, had this reaction to Moscow's decision to boycott the L.A. Games from
his home in Plains, Georgia.
"I regret that the Soviet Olympic Committee has decided that Soviet athletes
will not participate in the 1984 Olympic Games. I believe this action is unwarranted and my hope is that the decision will be reversed."
According to a senior Soviet specialist in the Reagan Administration, the
American boycott in 1980 had made it
i~eyitabl~ ~~~~~sian~. wou~d .re:;~..
'
taTlate un'tessUiere was an overndmg
political reason not to. "They were just
waiting forthe right time," he said.
To counter the Soviet assertion that
there is inadequate security for the
games and an encouragement of extremists, State Department officials
stated, "Totally unjustified. In terms of
the law enforcement challenge, there
has probably been nothing comparable to it in history. But even though it's
complicated and its difficult, it's doable. We are convinced that we went the
last mile to counter Soviet objections,
to ease Soviet concerns. Our conscience is very clear in that we have
done everything to facilitate the participation of the Soviets. There are no
hi ndrances."
American 'officials have said that $1
million was budgeted just for American security for the Soviet delegation
in Los Angeles. A security force of
about 17,000 men was being planned to
protect the 10,000 or so atheletes who
had been expected before the Soviet
announcement, added one American
spokesperson.
Several State Department officials
have suggested that the Soviet Union
probably had serious concerns that
some of their athletes might defect to
the West.
"The Soviets do not understand a
free society. They are afraid some of
their athletes will defect. They expect
hostile demonstrations," said one official.
Although the Soviet statement
leaves little hope that the Soviet Union
will change their mind and participate
in the 23rd Olympiad, Mr. Ueberroth
of the Los Angeles Olympic Committee does still hold out some hope that
the Russians will participate in the
L.A. Games. "We will use every ounce
of energy to try and reverse this decision on behalf of the atheletes of the
world so that the games can go on with
the best possible competition."
8

u.s. & Soviets 8egin Dialogue
by David Youngwood
President Ronald Reagan has issued
a written statement calling for the Soviet Union to "strive for real progress"
during the resumption of the European Disarmament Conference in
Stockholm beginning in the middle of
May.
The European Disarmament Conference, which broke offlast December
after the United States and its European allies began deploying Cruise
and Pershing II missiles in West Germany and England, is said to be "vif
tally important for the resumption 0
any specific nuclear arms talks," said a
White House official. Added another
White House official, "The European
Disarmament . Conference ,sh()~ld

Stated a Western diplomat, "I
strongly hope that the Soviet Union
will heed the wishes of the internationa I community and its own people
and return to the negotiations on strategic and intermediate-range nuclear
forces."
The Soviet Union, which has medium-range missiles pointed toward
Western Europe, has continued its refusal to return to the negotiating table
in Geneva on reducing those intermediate-range missiles.'
The scheduled participants in the
conference include the United States,

gotiate an arms deal."

land and Sweden.

Canada and their Western European
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
allies, the Soviet Union and Warsaw
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Men. • • Sign up for
a course in h.a sic citizenship

There's no homework - 'no quizzes - just a lot of credit.
When you register with Selective Service, you're fulfilling a
very important obligation to the USA ... making yourself a part
of our nation's preparedness.
And it only takes a few minutes of your time.
So if you've been putting off Selective Service registration,
go the post office now and fill out the form.

It's Quick. It's Easy. And it's the Law.
PfeSe n!ea as a PuD ltc Se rvic e Annot.; nc ement

An Int erv iew With
Dr. Jo an Gr een ba um on
Co mp ute r Lit era cv

IF
~

NEVER M~KE.. AN'{fHING-
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acy is being blown out of propor tion.
"Yes, to use a phone you just need to
know what you're going to say. Computers enable anothe r form of commu nication, but the most import ant thing
is still your own ability to commu nicate."
Dr. Greenb aum showed deep concern about LaGua rdia student s being
made compu ter literate. She explained
that if they choose the right courses
they will becom e compu ter literate.
She doesn't think that there is "one"
course that should be require d of all
students. She thinks, instead , that
courses in each subject area should introduce compu ter related topics as
necessary.
Dr. Greenb aum remarked that the
expans ion of compu ter use is eliminating jobs for working women and minorities. She explained, "Unfortunately, compu ters are used in exactly
the same way as tools, in that their
primar y function is to make profit.
Compu ters are called labor saving devices and that means, simply put, that
they get rid oflabor. So, compu ters are
used to decrease the numbe r of jobs.
This is particularly true in service and
clerical jobs, where many women and
minorities are employed."
Ultimately, Dr. Greenb aum feels
that technol<;>gical c4~H~t!.~ )19tcP~;C~s,~., .
sarily progress. "TechnOlogy is often
used for wars and technology that is
applied to human problems, like
health care, is often so expensive that it
cannot be used by most of the human
race. The way compu ters will be used
will not necessariy be progressive unless we all can particip ate in decision
making about its use."

OF YOUf\SELFl

reviewing the United States Depart ment of Labor projections of new jobs
through 1990.
Even executives from compu ter
compa nies are not for compu ter literacy. Floyd Kyamme, Apple's executive
Vice-President of Marketing and Sales,
reveals , "I read all this stuff on computer literacy, and I really wonde r what
we're doing." He continu ed , "Now I
have nothing against knowledge for
knowledge's sake, but when you start
telling people that it's going to be necessary to know these things even to be
employable in the 21st centur,y, I think
you're misleading them."
Does learnin g compu ter programing provide a guarantee for job security? If compu ters becom e too intelh-
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dispensable. Harley Sharken, a labor
and technology analyst at M.lI, said,
"We're in danger of turning unemployed steelworkers into unemployed
compu ter programmers." He explained that the past pattern of new
industries replacing declining indus-
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tries will not be repeated.
Milena Alicandro, an Occupational
Therap y major, comme nts, "I feel that
too many people are entering the field
and the deman d is going down." She
added , "I would rather work with a
person than a machine." Dr. Joan
Greenb aum, Professor of Data Processing and Economics at LaGua rdia
Comm unity College, and author of "In
The Name of Efficiency," said, "There
are very few jobs at the end of the computer tunnel, maybe 20,000 or 30,000 a
year, which isn't many, and there will
be lots of competition for them."
"Comp uter literacy is both a good
and bad phrase," says Phil Kraft, a sociologist at the Bingha mton campu s of
the, State Univers ity of New YOIk. !t~~~~'1;'."1'
does convey a notion that there IS a
kind of skill to be learned just as we
need the skill to read and write. But, it's
a bad phrase because it presum es that
once you learn this new skill there will
be whole new worlds open to you."

Ne w Dis cov eri es in Sra in
Ch em ist ry

Co mp ute r Lit era cy:
To Se or No t To Se

by Stephen 1 Guarino

by Stephen 1 Guarino
By now, most televisi on viewers have
seen the comme rical for Comm odore
Compu ters where a college freshm an
returns home a failure. The voice insinuates that his parents should have
purcha sed a Comm odore compu ter
for their son, who had astrono mical
potential. By using similar comme rcials, compu ter compa nies can push
for compu ter literacy.
Tandy, a compa ny that produc es
Radio Shack compu ters, operate s a
compu ter progra m for teachers nationwide. Atari conduc ts a numbe r of
summe r compu ter camps. Apple receives a tax break for every compu ter
donate d to public and private schools
in Califor nia . These compa nies certainly believe in their products. They
have succeeded in costing United
States' schools about $500 million on
person al compu ters and progra ms in
1983. Is this necessary?
A believer in compu ter literacy is
Senato r Frank Lautenberg, former
chairm an of Automatic Data Processing, one of the countr y's largest providers of payroll process ing and other
data service s. He stated , "T he capacit y
to use and work with compu ters is becoming essential."
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by Stephen 1 Guarino
On May 8, 1984, I had the pleasure of
interviewing LaGua rdia's Dr. Joan
Greenb aum in her office. Dr. Greenbaum's intelligence and self-confidence illumin ated the atmosp here of
the interview.
Dr. Joan Greenb aum, author of "In
The Name of Efficiency," earned a
Bachelo r of Arts degree in Business
and Economics from Penn State Universitv. Later. she received her Phd.
from Union Gradu ate School in Economics . She is current lv an Assistant
Professor at LaGua rdia- and an Assistant Profess or at Barnar d College at
Columbia University. Dr. Greenb aum
also has her own radio progra m at
WB.A.I.-FM called "Econonews." Before entering the field of teaching, she
worked for I.B.M. as a progra mmer
and systems analyst. She currently
lives in Manha ttan with her three sons.
In defining compu ter literacy, Dr.
Greenb aum used an excellent example. She said , "Like automobile literacy the basic things necessa ry are to
learn how to use a computer, for the
things you 'Yant or need to do. You
don't need to know how to fix a car in
order to drive it. Similarly, you don't
need to fix a compu ter in order to use
it."
When asked about the import ance
of compu ter literacy to .future emplpyment seekers, she explained that people in most jobs will need to use computers in some capacity. But for most
jobs the skills needed are not that
complex . For example: workers at
MacDo na Ids use compu terized cash
registers. but that doesn't take much
training.
She feels the issue of compu ter liter-
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In the early 1970's, little was known
about the neuron , the basic functional
unit of the brain. Presently, scientists
are discovering more inform ation
about the nerve cells of the brain.
These discoveries are leading to
greater knowledge of the functions and
disorders of the central nervous system. Possibly even to the nature of the
mind. Learni ng more about brain
chemis try enables scientists to understand what causes certain diseases.
Dr. Murray Goldstein, Directo r of
the National Institute of Neurological
and Comm unicati ve Disord ers and

Anothe r assump tion is that educating kids with compu ters will in turn be
good for their minds. Eugene Galanter, Professor of Psychology and
Psychophysics at Columbia University
writes in "Kids and Computers," a
book published last year, "The microcompu ter is not merely a new device; it
is the realization of a new mode of
thinking." Student, Karen Starr, a
Data Processing m~or, jaid, "I feel
that compu ters are the fdture and the
more we unders tand them, the more
we will achieve:'
The compu ter literacy movement in
the nation's public schools is stimulated by the belief that compu ter training leads to top jobs. Senato r Chris
Dodd of Connet icut comme nted,
"Learn ing about compu ters cito improve a person's job prospects for tomorrow, because by 1990 an estimat ed
30 million jobs in a broad range of
fields will be compu ter related."
On the other hand, Henry Levin,
professor at Stanfor d University's
School of Educat ion and Depart ment
of Econom ics, and Stanford economist Russel Rumberger have pointed
out that the actual numbe r of high tech
jobs will be relatively small. Levin and
Ru mberger reached this conclusion by

He alt h Fai r
by Xiomara Laureano
April 12th was Health Fair Day at
LaGua rdia. Middle College High
School sponso red the event to which
twenty-two nursing students of the
Catholic Medical Center of Brooklyn
and Queens were invited. The nursing
student s perform ed medica l screenings and offered health inform ation .
LaGua rdia's Elaine Brandt , and the
Medical Center's Ms. Dalpia z and
Mrs. Hess organiz ed the fair.
The Health Fair gave students the
9

----- ----- ----- ----- ----- Stroke, stated, "We have a new microscope to look at the neuron that hasn't
existed before."
He explained that it is a chemical
and immunological kind of microscope. It shows things that they weren't
able to see before. Now scientists can
get an intimate look at the brain. This
new scientific technique is a major
breakth roogfl..
This discovery allows scientists to
study the possible causes of epilepsy
and Lou Gehrig 's disease or A.L.S.
(Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis). Con(continued)
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opport unity to receive blood pressun:
and hearing tests, dental screening,
family plannin g service s,' teenage
counseling, and drugs and alcohol advice.
"I really enjoyed the progra m and it
gave me a lot of experience," stated
Darlene Belgrave. "We should have it
every year," she added.
Fellow nursing student Eileen Boylan comme nted, "The students were
slow at first but eventually got into the
spirit. They seemed very interested ,
especially in the eye and blood tests."
Many students attende d the Health
Fair, making it a huge success.
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The 1984 Election: A Lib
Perspective
by David Tomack
Congressman Theodore (Ted) r#iss is a representative from New York's 17th
Congressional District. r#iss, a Democrat-Liberal was elected to the House of
Representatives with the 95th Congress in January 1977. His'is a diverse
constituency with a district encompassing the r#st Side ofManhattan to the
Bronx. In 1982, he was re-elected with more than 85% ofthe vote,
In Congress, r#iss is a member ofthe House Foreign Affairs Committee. He is
the Chairman ofthe Government Operations Subcommittee on Intergovernmental
Relations and Human Resources and serves on the Select Committee on Children,
Youth, and Families. During his tenure in Congress, r#iss has initiated legislation
to strengthen civil liberties, protect Social Security and Medicare, and improve and
expand job and training programs.
Thefollowing interview took place at the Congressman's central New York office
at r#st 65th Street. He is a man who speaks quietly, yet there is determination in
his voice, Committed to what he believes in, the Congressman enjoys great
popularity in his constituency.
BRIDGE: In your last two congressional elections, you've been given 85% and 83%
of the vote, Are the Repulbicans going to run someone against you?
WEISS: To the credit of the Democratic process, the Republicans in this district
always run a candidate in the general election. They will be doing it
again this year. There is a young man named Katzmann who has
indicated he is interested in the Republican nomination. Whether he is
going to get it or not, I don't know. I'm not familiar with how their
system or process works.
BRIDGE: In an article published in "The Nation," you wrote, "The Reagan
Administration's harsh anti-Soviet rhetoric can be expected to encourage right-wing Republicans to make softness on communism an issue
in the 1984 elections." Do you see this as an issue in the presidential
election and will it be prevalent at the lower levels such as congressional
or local elections?
WEISS: I think that depending on the nature ofthe district, you see variations of
{)re~i?ent~l issues reflected . It may be that in di!trictS\vhere certain .
'i$u~" a:te n tlikely to be. well received, that. Jocalcandidates and '"
congressional candidates may decide not to u'se those issues. h's hard to
interest charges, and becaus6 of the competition for money, they will
tell exactly how the presidential election wiUdevelop as far as "antihelp to fuel even further increases in interest rates. This will ultimately
communist" oriented issues are concerned. Yo~can see that as it relates
create the kind of inflation the Reagan Administration proudly claims
to Central America, there is a certain tendency to cast the issue by the
it solved by throwing millions of Americans out of work. I think that for
Administration on a somewhat soft on communism kind of approach
an administration for a Presidential candidate pledging that it would
as to those who are not willing to give the Administration all the
eliminate what was by comparison with a $200 billion deficit ...
funding it wants to pursue various military support programs in CenBRIDGE: $30 billion when President Reagan came in?
tral America. I expect that they will probably be using one or another
WEISS: The highest deficit we ever had was, I think, $60 billion under Ford. I
form.
think that there was one, about $56 billion in one of the Carter years.
BRIDGE: House Speaker Tip O'Neill has endorsed Representative Geraldine
You're right, I think it was $30 billion at the time Reagan came in. These
Ferraro for the vice-presidential nomination? Can a woman be nomiare bad enough, but you could justify them as a temporary expedient.
nated as vice-president and what effect would it have on the electorate?
Here we've got a projection by the Congressional Budget Office that by
WEISS: I think a woman can and I think a woman ought to be nominated as a
1988 or there.abouts we are going to have a deficit close to $300 billion if
candidate. It would provide a sense of excitement, as well as a sense of
nothing happens. If there's a recession or if the increase in defense
fairness about the Democratic process which I think would hold the
expenditures is higher than the 5% they're talking about the deficit may
Democratic party in good standing.
go upwards of $350 billion. That's just unthinkable.
BRIDGE: Whom do you support for the Democratic presidential nomination?
BRIDGE: Astronomical!
WEISS: I had originally supported Alan Cranston. Then, within the last couple
WEISS: I think that to some extent it got out of hand, but I think to that some
of days, I had not taken a public position on a candidate. I have now
indicated that I will be supporting Walter Mondale.
extent the Reagan people deliberately created these deficits in order to
BRIDGE: What are the strengths/weaknesses of Walter Mondale? Will he be able
justify eliminating many of the domestic programs. It's easier for them
to defeat President Reagan, an incumbent in the election?
to argue that the programs are not affordable rather that they're not
WEISS: Well, you never know until the election is held, fortunately, as to who can
good. The American people have demonstrated that they like most of
or cannot win. After the fact, it's easy to say, "He never had a chance,"
those programs. The way to get out of it is to reduce defense spending to
a reasonable level, and I think to recapture some of the giveaways ofthe
but you really don't know that going into it. My own view of the last
1981 tax cut.
election and analysis of the way people voted indicates to me that
BRIDGE: Last year, yourself and six other congressmen submitted a resolution to
Reagan picked up a much higher percentage of votes from blue-collar
impeach President Reagan. In it, you stated that "the President
voters, the elderly and from the Jewish community than he's likely to
usurped the power of Congress to declare war, ignored treaty obligapick up again. I think given the disenchantment of people within these
tions and violated first amendment rights in preventing press covergroups as well as others that feel they were not fairly treated by this
age." Why do such a thing when public opinion polls favored the
administration, the concerns about Reagan's approach to increasing
invasion of Grenada?
tension between the US, and the Soviets, as well as his militaristic
WEISS: The reason you have a Constitution is so that you have a permanent set
approach to resolving the problems of Central America, I think all of
those will probably help whoever is his opponent in the election. I think
of guidelines determining the conduct of national policies and spelling
out the powers, prerogatives of the various branches ofgovernment not
that Mondale will be a strong candidate. People know where he stands
on the basis of public sentiment at any particular time but for all time. It
on the issues, and I think that once we get to a dissection of the Reagan
is absolutely clear to me that the Constitution gives the right to declare
Administration and its position on the issues, that we would have a
war to Congress and that wars under the Constitution are not to be
fairly clear delineation of policies. "
commenced unless Congress declares war. The President did this
BRIDGE: Each of the candidates has stated how he would eliminate the large
strictly on his own. It was a violation of the Constitution calling for
budget deficit. What are your views on what measures should be taken
accountability. The only way to hold the President accountable is by
to eradicate this deficit?
impeachment and whether in fact 99% of the public support the PresiWEISS: I happen to believe these deficits are in fact a ticking time bomb. You
dent at any particular time or not, his violation of the Constitution does
can't have deficits such as that, into the foreseeable future and not
not make it less of a violation of the Constitution.
jeopardize the entire economic future of this country. They didn't
BRIDGE: Was it done to notify the public? Was it too severe an action to underhappen by accident, they happened because the Reagan Administratake?
tion forced through a tax cut, which was a raid on the US treasury. The
WEISS: You have to ask yourself whether the Constitution is intended to be
amounts that were cut in taxes, and the amounts that the defense budget
enshrined and enclosed in glass and brought once a year, twice a year,
has been increased more than spell out what the basis for our deficit is.
and have great speeches made about it or whether it's a living document.
Now, I think that these deficits are dangerous because they. increase our
(continued) ~ 14
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INTJ RVIEW WITH CONGRE
MAN 811.1. GREEN
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by Michael Fettinger
On May 141h, I had the pleasure ofinterviewing Republican Congressman Bill
Green . Th e soli-spoken Congressman represents Manhattan 's East Side "silk
stocking " disc/ricl. The third term Congressman was elected to the House in a
s[}('cial d ection in February 1978. and was reelected to hisfirstfull term in
I\/ovem her 1978.
Congressman Green was the./irstfreshman ever to he selected to serve on the
HOllsinf{ and Community Development Subcommittee of the Banking Committee.
Amonf{ his s ucces,~/id legislative accomplishments was an amendment to the .
Housinf{ and Community Development Amendment of1978 which will provide
potential Federal suhsidies to troubled state or cityfinanced housing projects in
twelve states. Green is also active in a number of communities and professional
organizations including Harvard's School o.fGovernment Advisory Committee.
The /iJllowing interview with the cOflnden/looking Congressman took place in a
('O/l/erence room at his East 45th Street o.ffice.
BRIDGE: New York is traditionally Democratic. How do you account for your
success?
GREEN: I guess the people in my district are very independent-minded people. I
think they went looking for an alternative to Bella Abzug, who was my
opponent when I first ran, and when I proved in that campaign that I
had the credentials, a majority of them decided to vote for me, even
though as you pointed out, a majority of them are Democrats. Since
then I think it's been a question of my record and my proven effectiveness on behalf of the city. Voters in my district know it and they are
prepared to cross party lines to get me back.
BRIDGE: Financial Aid available to college students dropped by $2 billion in the
last two years and the president is still cutting spending on many
education programs. Do you think the money for education programs
should be cut?
GREEN: Well , I think we had some excesses in particular the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program. During a period of high interest rates people
were borrowing money at 9%, who could afford to pay for their youngsters' college education. No one anticipated that when we took the
income ceiling off the Guaranteed Student Loan PrograJ]l in 1978. But
it did happen and I think it had to be cut down. We did. The group I
helped put together, the so-called Gypsy Moth Coalition of Moderate
Republicans from the Northeastern and Midwestern states did get the
Administration to relent on some of its deeper cuts in student aid. At
one point they had proposed that the Guaranteed Student Loan not be
available to households where the income exceeded $19,000 a year. That
would have been a very drastic step. But that didn't take place. As you
know the final version of the program provided that you could get the
aid automatically up to $30,000 a year offamily income. Going beyond
that, on the basis of need up to levels which go as high as $75,00 to
$\00,000 for families that are very large, with several kids in college at
once.
BRIDG E: Students who receive financial aid must register for the draft. Is this a
violation of the Constitution?
GREEN: Well, I'm not sure if it's a Constitutional violation, I voted against it. I
voted against the Solomon Amendment, as I voted against the draft
registration. I voted against the Solomon Amendment because I'm not
for the draft registration. The student from a wealthy family cannot
register and do without the financial aid, obviously a student from a
poor family does not have that luxury. For those two reasons I did not
support the Solomon Amendment. But I would be surprised ifit were
found unconstitutional.
BRIDG E: You turned.down your invitation to the Republican Convention . From
th at action, I assume you do not support President Reagan. Why don't
you support your part y's Presidential candidate?
GREEN: Well, not an invitation. Ijust decided not to run as a delegate. Obviously,
there arc areas where I agree with the President, there are many areas
where I disagree with him. But the reason why I did not seek election as
a delegate was that it's going to be a very cut and dry convention, and so I
didn't see, that going to the convention would be a very useful employment of my ti me.
BRIDGE: President Reagan keeps spending money to build up the military
because he says we need a deterrence to the Russian military might. Do
you think spending more money to build up the military is necessary?
CJREEN: Certainly if you're looking at the base that we had before the President
took office, I think it was necessary. We were very badly prepared in
1980. We literally had ships that we couldn't put out to sea because the
navy didn't feel they had enough trained crew members on board to
take them out safely. That should not be. It's foolish to spend a couple of
billion dollars on an aircraft carrier that's sitting in the harbor because
you don't have enough trained people to take it out. So I think there's a
lot that had to be done there. I also think the Administration has failed
to do what it should . Congress has failed to do what it should in terms of
making a decision among the weapons sysmtems involved. The MX
was originally designed by the Carter Administration because of the
concern that the Minuteman Missile in its silos was getting too vulnerable as Soviet missiles became more and more accurate. But we wound
up putting the MX in those same silos. So it has the same deficiency as

the Minuteman has. It doesn't seem to make a great deal of sense to
embark on spending $20 billion on the MX program when it's not
buying you what you set out to buy. That seems to be foolish to me. If you
look at the B-1, it is a moderately better plane that the B-52's, although
the B-52's have been much upgraded since their initial production, in
terms ofelectron ic cou nter -measu res. One has to wonder at the sense of
spending $30 billion for a plane that's rapidly going to be obsolete,
because there's new technology right around the corner.
BRIDGE: As you know, the country's deficit keeps rising. Economists have said
that the rising deficit will cause interest rates to rise, which will slow
down the economy. What would you do to lower the deficit?
GREEN: Economists have told us a lot of things in the past that have not turned
out to be accurate. In 1981, the Democratic economists told us that
passage of the president's budget would lead to only 2.5% real growth.
The Republican economists said there would be 4.5% real growth. They
were both wrong. There was no real growth at all. So one of our
problems is that we have very little confidence in the economists at th is
point. There are a number of areas that I would cut spending in. I
mentioned defense already. We have got to do something about health
care costs. They have been going up year in and year out at substantially
higher than the increase in the consumer price index. I th i nk Congress
is going to have to grab hold ofthat in one form or another. Agricultural
subsidies are triple to what they were a few years ago and that's got to be
rolled back. So those are some of the areas where we could start.
BRIDGE: On his trip to China, President Reagan agreed to a deal which will
allow American companies to sell nuclear power technology to China.
Now Congress has to approve the deal. Will you vote to approve it?
GREEN: Well, I;m going to want to see what the details of the arrangements are.
But I'm certainly inclined in favor of the arrangement. I think we will
be lucky despite the deal ifwe get the business instead ofthe Japanese or
the French. They've seemed to have more success than we, in terms of
moving their nuclear industry forward.
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An Interview With President Shenker
.

.

by Tom Dunphy
On April 27. this reporter interviewed
Dr. Joseph Shenker, President of LaGuardia Community College. Dr.
Shenker has been president of the college since its inception, and has seen it
growfrom 500 students in September of
1971 to over 7.300 students in September
of 1983. Dr. Shenker holds an Ed.D in
Higher Education Administrationfrom

the Teacher's College ofColumbia University, and received both his B.A . and
MA . from Hunter College. From September 1979 to June 1980, -Dr.Shenker
served as acting president of Hunter
College. 1n addition to his college activities. Dr. Shenker is involved in a large
number of university and professional
committees.

BRIDGE:

Dr. Shenker, some people in education have looked down on the
community college experience as being somewhat inferior. How
would you address these critics?
SHENKER: I think the re~ult of an education is really the quality of the graduate,
in what he or she is able to gain from the education they receive. I
think the community colleges have a different function , a different
mission, then a baccalaureate institution. In my view, the critical
theme is excellence in terms of the goals of the students and the goals
of the institution. It's impossible to compare a dental school with a
school teaching veterinary medic ine. To say that one is better than
the other is an impossible question. THey can both be excellent in
terms of what the student is aiming for. I believe if a students attends a
community college and obtains those ideas, skills, background that
he or she wants at a level of excellence that he or she wants, it is
different but just as good , as a student pursuing a degree in Chemistry at a baccalaureate institution. The critical issue is the program.
That is what we should be looking at.
BRIDGE: Funding for colleges in the city is tight, yet the Mayor speaks of the
budget surpluses, a $43 million facelift for Shea Stadium, and a $40
billion plan to repair the city's infrastructure. Is there anything you
and the other C.u.NY presidents can do to channel more funds our
way and make education more accessible to those seeking a CUN.Y
education?
SHENKER: We've been trying, and over the past few years we've been reasonably
successful, in getting better and better budgets for the community
colleges. The problem when dealing with a city government and a
city budget is that all of the funds are used for social purposes or
human services in one way or another, and if you're at the federal
level, it's easier to make the arguement for less missles and more food

BRIDGE:

The following Saturday after the Mondale visit, Mayor Koch came to
LaGuardia to open the new Taxi Institute. How did that come about?
SHENKER: That came about close to a year ago. Mayor Koch appointed a group
called the Smith Commission which was charged by him to examine
the whole taxi industry to recommend ways in which it could be
improved for the public, the drivers, and the fleet owners. One of the
recommendations was that there be a training program established
before people can get a hack license. Jay Turoff, President of the Taxi
and Limousine Commision, and the Mayor's office contacted LaGuardia"a~Qasked us if we would be interested in arl<:lnging this type
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sanitation? All of these things are important services for people. And
so you' re competing with other things that aid the citizens in one way
or another. The argument becomes more difficult.
BRIDGE: LaGuardia is somewhat unique as internships are required in the
curriculum. Have you had any feedback from other colleges looking
to institute or expand internships programs at their schools?
SHENKER: Yes: Within CUNY,there are a number of colleges that are looking at
providing cooperative education in different forms for their students.
The two that come to my mind most quickly are Queens College,
which is developing this 'program at a Masters level, and Lehman,
which is developing cooperative education for its Liberal Arts students. There are some efforts going on around the country, but those
are the two inside CUN.Y
BRIDGE: Do you view LaGuardia as a vocationally or academically oriented
college?
SHENKER: Its a combination of both. I think the question flows from a lot of
discussion in higher education. Should higher education be academically oriented or vocationally oriented? And I think the way the
question is posed forces an unrealistc debate. A student who is
interested in a career must have a firm base in Liberal Arts At the
same time, we know that a Liberal Arts student, when he or she
graduates, is going to look for a job. So the difficulty for us as an
institution, and for higher education in general, is putting both
together for the students. I think we're dodging the question we
meaning people who raise in that form should it be a careereducat ion
or an arts education. The real answer is it has to be both.
BRIDGE: The Mondale visit was a surprise. How did that visit come about? Did
you approach the Mondale camp or did they contact the school?
SHENKER: They contacted us. Basically, the MondaJe staff contacted me on a
Saturday evening at my home. They said Mr. Mondale wanted to visit
a college in New York City. LaGuardia had been recommended to
them-and could we accept a visit by him on the following Monday. I
met with his planning staff that Sunday for lunch at the College; we
talked about things he might want to see within the one hour that his
schedule permitted. We also had to pick options that the Secret
Service would approve of in terms of moving him around, securit~
and so forth. It was a surprise it came about very quickly.
BRIDGE: Campaign rhetoric aside, did the vice president have any impressions
of the school in his short visit here?
SHEN KER: I think he did . In terms of informal talk and chitchat, he spent most
of that type of time in the food services lab talking to students
studying to be dieticians. They were very dedicated to what they were
doing many of them held part time jobs while studying or were
raising families I think the general impression was that the College
and the students are constructively and seriously going about their
college education and their lives.
'
BRIDGE: So both he and you were impressed by the students.
SHENKER: I'm always impressed with our students.

SHENKER: I think it's the reputation of the College. People know that we have
experience working with industry, that we can quickly set up programs; that we are concerned about the City of New York. I can't be
totally specific I don't know what went through someone else's mind
when they picked up the phone but I think it was a general recognition that LaGuardia had the experience in working with industry,
with unions, being able to pull this off. They called us; we met a
number of times. The curriculum was planned, and toward the
beginning of February when our pieces were in place, the Taxi and
Limousine Commission passed a regulation saying if a person
wanted a hack license in New York they had to pass a 20 hour course
here at LaGuardia. The mayor came here that Saturday morning to
cut the ribbon. He has also been invited by the Middle College High
School students to be their graduation and he has accepted.
BRIDGE: There have been a few serious accidents involving students on
Thomson Avenue. Do you favor the current situation with the guards
and the barriers and do you feel it is working?
SHENKER: I think the problem is that we're all New Yorkers. We like to cross the
fastest possible way between two points. We are in a situation where
the College, I, and everyone else are trying to encourage people to
take the extra two minutes to walk to the corner. We're not going to
give anyone tickets, but the barriers are there as a visual reminder
and the bullhorns are there as a sound reminder-a voice from the
distance saying "Hey, take an extra two minutes, be a little safer." It's a
lousy situation. It's not a perfect system. I know that; the students
know that. It's an attempt to save people from possible injury.
BRIDGE: We spoke of the-security of funds for city colleges. But there are now
two new security guards acting essentially as crossing guards! Does
this drain money that otherwise would be used for more teachers or
student services?
SHENKER: No. We have a contract with a guard company that provides for X
dollars ofguard service per year, and some of those monies are being
used for these guards. I don't think they're going to be there forever I
think the idea is for us to retrain ourselves, to be aware that there's a
potential danger here and that we should be more careful with our
own lives. I think after a while they're going to stop it and people will
remember.
BRIDGE: Where do you see LaGuardia going in the distant, and not so distant
future?
SHENKER: I think one of the major problems at LaGuardia which we have and
we're on the road to the solution is the space problem. The College, in
terms of student interests, has outgrown in every way the space that
we have. Our library is too small. We are scheduled very heavily.'
We're serving over 7000 in credit programs. So not only do we not
have much space, but now that the taxicab program is functioning,
we're open seven days a week. In the futre, solving that problem is one
of the highest priority. We have gotten approval from the city and
state for a major expansion of the College physically. We intend to buy
1 2
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DFAN'S UST
WINTER '83-84
ABRAMOVICH. SVE11ANA
ACHAN, JANIT
ACOSTA, EUGEMO T.
AGUIRRE, MANUEl. A.
AGUIRRE, OSCAR E.
AGUIRRESAENZ, DIOSA M.
AKA.l., PATRICIA I.
AlBINO. PURA

AlLIO. ELSA A.
ALEMAN. EUZABE1H R.
AlEXANDER, ANDREW C.
AlEXANDER, BEVERLY L
AlFONSO. MAR1l!A
AUCANDRO. MIl£NA
AUFANZ. EST£l.LE E.
ALVAREZ. IVETTE
ALVAREZ. IAIJTABO
ALVAREZ. YVONNE D.
AMIN. ASM M.
AMIN. DIVYA
AMODEO. Jl:NNIE
ANDERSON, AUDREY E.
ANDERSON. SHANTEL D.
ANDREOU, MlCHAUS
ANOKYE, SERWM NSIAA
ANTONIOU. CHRIStOPHER
AQUINO. GERTRUDE
ARBUWW. MARYANNE
ARCOS. BEATRJZ C.
ABGENZJO. PATRICE.
ARIZMENDI. EUZABE1H
ARROYO, CARMEI.O
ARTACHE. JUAN

GONZALEZ. SA.NDRA J .
GOvzurrA. MARIAXIMENA
GRAHAM ANDREA C.
GRAHAM, DIANE M.
GRANVIU.E, DILCIA M.
GREEN, MICHEllE K.
GREENE. lliOMAS D.
GREGORIO, DENISE .
GREGROIOU, COSTAS
CREISSLE. EDDIE A.
GRIFFIN. t.JSA. D.
GRIFfTIll. IIIARLYN AGRosz, GEORGE
GUCWA, BRYAN J.
GUERRA. LEONEL
GUEVARRAFRANCIS. CHEN
GUll.lAUME. CARUNE C.
GUUOTTA, ANDIANA
GUMBS, WlUIAM A.
G\JT'IERR.EZ, AlEXANDER
GUZMAN. DOUGlAS P.
GUZMAN. MAGALY
GUZMAN. MINERVA
HAUJOOPOULOS, HRISTO
HAll., SYLVIA
HAlJ'ERN, KAREN

HAMILTON. RICHARD
HAMPTON, GEORGINA
HAND. BEVERLY A.
HEALY. EILE.EN T.
HELU:R. EVAN L
HENK. BRENDA G.
HERNANDEZ. MARYANN
HERRERA. MERCEDES
HIGGS. BRENDA L
HJRA.IAU.., DEWAN
HOANG, MUI
HOFFMAN. CA1liERINE M.
HOFFMAN. MARJE
KOGAN. MARYANN T.
HOUDIAN, KALIMA
HOLNESS. GRlSElJ)A
HOOD. LENARD
HOUCK, RENEE
HOUSTON. sn:PHANlE
HSIN. JUI CHIN
tru\E, Ul.Y
H\"'NG. FANG
HUN1l:R, OBELIA AHURTADO, MARIA I.
IF1U., CYNTH1A
INFANTE. KITA M.
INSWASTY. JAiRO
1SLA1>f. JAMAL
JABBAR. NAFEIZA
JACKSON. JOE L
JACKSON. VAlERIE
JACOBS. PAMELA D.
JAGNARAIN. S£EBARRAN
JAMES. MICHELE D.
JAMES, JOANNE
JAMES, SHEILA
JANKOWSKI. TIlADDEUS
JEAN, FRAJI(\'Z

ARZU A.JtJINCE O.
A11<INSON, LINDA
AUS11N, ANNA R.
AYAlA, SARAH
BADIUO. VIVIAN
IIAE, KATIIY I.
BAEZ, JOSE A.
BAKER, JUlJA A.
BAKSH. FAZlJl.
BAlAoa. ROBERT L
BARRAZA MARBEL L
BASILE, LORI ANN
BASTlDAS, MlUN M.
BASllEN. HUGUEITE
BAUM, CHARIN A.
BECKER, EDWARD
BEDOYA, CESAR ABEDOYA. MARlA E.
BEEKHEE, ANNA L
BELT. YVCIT£ L
BEM, .ROXANNE
BERXOwrrz, LORRAINE
BERMUDEZ, FRANCES X.
BERRIOS, IVETIE L
BERRIos, LOURDES M.
BINES, MIRIAM
BINION, JENNIFER
BIANCO, GtJIUERMO
KlRCHEIS, BlRGrr E.
BOONE, FRANCINE
BORDWEll.. DEBRA ABOYlE. KATHLEEN
BRADLEY. JEFFREY

JEAN, JACQUEUNE M.
JEAN1IAI'T1SIE, DAME
JENNINGS, BlSSOONDYA

.JENlCINS, HARRIET R.

BRAlI.SFORD, CHARlAYNE
BRAVO, MAR1l!A AUCIA
BROWN, CHARU:NE,
BROWN, UUlAN M.. CAVAU.Q,
BRAILSFORD, CHAIUAYNE
BRAvo, MAR1l!A AUCIA
BROWN, CHARlENE
BROWN. UUlAN M.
BROWN, LINDA M.
BROWN, RIJTH R.
BROWN. SHARON F.
BRlINING, RONAlD K.
BUCKNELL, JASCYM'HA E.
BURNS, JASON E.
BURS1BN. ROSEMARY M.
BUST~ LEONOR
B\JTCHER, JANIT M.
CACERES, MIRIAM V.
CADWEll.. ANDREA L
CAlDERON. CRYSTAL D.
CAMACHO, YVONNE J .
CAMPBEU., SHARON
CAMPOS, ELISA
CAPERS, TANYA D.
CAPU:S, THOMAS A.
CAPPEUINO, MARlA J.
CAPPIEU.O, CAROL A.
CARDONA, EVELYN
CAROPR£SO, PASQlIALE R.
CARR, ROSE M.
CARRENARD, JOE Y.
CARRENO, NEU.Y
CARTER, LINDSAY E.

LlBASSI. ROSAUA
UBURD, SHEREE D.

UM.HEU:N
UMA, JOSEPtf R.

JENNINGS, GERMAINE V.
JIANG, TAO

JOHN. ASHMINE D.
JOHN, NADIA
JOHNSON. CARMElETA E.
JOHNSON, DEXTER S.
JOHNSON. u:F.ANN D.
JOHNSON, LOIS A.
JOHNSON. SHAWNEE
JOHNSON, URSUlA
JONES, SHARON L
JOSEPH, YVCIT£ A.
JOYCE. MARGARrrA T.
JOYNER, RIJTH G.
JUSTINlANO, EMILIO
KACENELENBOGEN, RAOIE
KAMINSKI, ROSEMARY A.
KARAlHANASIS, TOUI.A
kuten, JUlIaD IlL
KASTEN, UUlAN M.
KATSIHllS, WAS G.
KELSEY, KAREN L
KENNEDY, ANDRE F.
KENNEDY, TERESA A.
KENOL. RAMONA H.
KIFFIN. JENNIFER M.

LOCONI1,J~

LOISEAU, CHARLENE
LONGO, DOLORES A.
LOPEZ, AMPABO
LOPEZ, BIANCA M.
LOPEZ, JOSE
LOPEZ, NORA
LORENZO, CLARA
LUI. ALAN
WNDY. DENNIS ALUONG, KY 11)
LYNCH, GEORGINA N.
LYNCHHUl"IT, GENEVIEVE
LYTU:., NAMY E.
MA1.I>ONADO, JOAN
MAWAJ(AS, ELEFIHERIOS
MALVAGNO. GINA B.
MANAKos, IOANNlS
MANGIONE. JOHN
MANUKONDA, JOHN V.
MANZANO, CLARA
MARABEUA, EIUEN D.
MARA\DO, ANTHONY
MARClSl, ARLENE D.
MARCH. ARLENE D.
MARClSZ, SOPHIE T.

::o.~~'("
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KIRK, RHODA D:
MARQUEZ, LOI.JISA

Kl1UTZ, ANNE M.

KlAVAS, MENIE
Kl£MM, CAROL A.

KO, MAN YEE
KOllE, EUZABE1H M.
KRAfCHEcx, JOHN A.
KtJEHLEWINI), MARIA
LAFAURIE, JOHEL A.
lAGUERRE, YO\EIT£ C.
LAM. IJT llU
LAMM. SUSAN B.
LAMPA. ARNOlD O.
LANINO. VICTORIA AIARS£N. MARGARETANN
IAURlCEUA. JOYCE L
lAWR£NCE, GREGORY
LEE, FENG
LEE, SAM M.
LEE, TONYA
LEGAU. KEVIN R.
!.EGG, DETRIA
lENNON, MARY J.
I.EPQRA11. ARLENE E.
LERNER. ANDREW
LEUNG, YUK UNG
lEVANO. ROSA E.
lEVANT. STEPHEN A1..EWlS, DENISE R.
1..EWlS. JACQUEUNG
U. MARIA A.
UBASSI. BRIJNHD.DE F.

MARTINEZ. CARLOS

MARTINEZ. DAMARIS
MARTINEZ. HECTOR R.
MARTINEZ. MARlA J .
MARTINEZ. MAR1l!A
MARTINEZ. ORL\NDO

MATA. CLARA M.
MAZZOLA. THOMAS
Me CORMAcx, ROSEMARIE
Me CAR'Jl{Y, EVELYN
Me CREA. YVCIT£ M.
Me DERMOTT, KENNETH D.
MC GEE, DANA D.
Me KAY, TERRY
MC KENZIE, ELOw[ E.
Me lEAN. FRANK
MC lEAN, ZINA
Me !.EOD, CHARlES A.
Me MAHON, KATHLEEN
Me MANAWAY, LORETTA
Me MONIGLE. CATHERINE
Me WHORreR, USA J.
MEDINA. ALIDA
MELITO. DARION
MENESES. OPlUO
MERCADO. DAVID
MICHrrscH. CHA.RJS11NA
MIFSUD, WII.1.IAM L
MJLLER, BENrrA D.
MII.I.ER. DEBRA J.
MII.I.ER. RONDA N.

CASEY, ANN P.
CAS11U.O, 0l'IEllA
CASIl!O, El.ENA
CASTRO, EUZABE1H
CASTRORAMOS, OLGA I.
CATAPANO, THERESA
CAUGHMAN, KARlA R.

.,

CASTRORAMos, OLGA I.
CATAPONO. THERESA
CAUGHMAN. KARI.A, R.
CAVAllO. RONAlD
CELESTIN. CAMIUL
CHAM. SA.NDRA M.
CHAN. ANGEL
CHAN. 11NG KEE
CHEN. FRANCES/wALKER
CHEN. WEI
CHERRY. MICHAEL J.
CHEW, LOurA
CHISHOLM, DE11US E.
CHISHOLM, PATRJClA A.
CHIU. SUK UNG
CHU. MICHAEL AClARK. JANIS L
ClARK, VAlERIE
ClARKE. VlRGINlA M.
euss. MAYRA L
ClAUDIO, MARlA M.
COBos, HENRY F.
COllAZO, I!US o .
COUJMBus, GEORGE

MILLS, SYI..VIA
MJSROK, JEFFREY

MOHAMED, ZAFEER
MOlDEN. JIU.. AMOUNA, OLGARINA
MORAlES, CECIUA M.
MORAlES, EFRAIN
MORAlES, EUZABE1H
MORA.I..ES, J\.IANrTA V.
MORAlES, SYLVIA I.
MOREW, CARMEN M.
MORENO, UClA El.ENA
MORGAN, WII.1.IAM L
MORT, ANTONIA C.
MOTA, MERCEDES S.
MUllER, DIANE E.
MUNOZ, LOU
MURNANE, WII.1.IAM J .
MURPHY. MARY J.
MURRAY. ANGELA R.
MURRAY. CHERYL D.
NAGAPEN, DAVID D.
NARANJO, MARlACRISI1N
NAVAS, CARLOS A.
NAZZARl, ELISA
NEGRON, ROSEMARY
NEWTON, KE1lfLEEN J.
NICHOlS, MARY E.
NICKERSON. lAWRENCE E.
NIEVES, ANTONIO
:'{' ~,~,,~::··· ~.MAST~ 1~~7•..J

OESTREICHER, JUDITH
OJAR, DIANNE
OKEEFE, JOSEPHING M.
OUVER, GlADYS
ORUNl, ROBERT A.
ORos, JUAN L
OR11Z, ARLENE
OSMAN. THERES£ M.
OTTEN, MARGARET R.
OWENS, PATRICIA A.
PADIllA, ANGEL
PADIN, VIRGINIA M.
PAGAN, ELSA
PANAYlOTOU, GEORGE A.
RAMIREZ, DIANA
RAMIREZ, THERESA A.
RAMJOHN. NE1SHA Y.
RANKINE, CARl. WOODROW
RASCH, LINDA S.
REGAN, DENISE R.
REGBER, DEBRA A.
RE/MOID. JON P.
REVIllA, FRANCISCO J .
REYES, ANA JUUA
REYES, MEUIA L
RIos, MARGUERrrE
RIVERA. ANNA E.
RIVERA. JANIT
RIVERA. ANGElA
ROA, MERCEDES L
ROACHE. DIANNE C.
ROBERTS. CARlEEN E.

Unique Awards Program for
Summer Research
in the Humanities
The National Endowment for the Humanities has announced a unique
grants program for individuals under
21 to spend a summer carrying out
their own non-credit Humanities research project. The Younger Scholars
Program will award up to 100 grants
nationally for outstanding research
and writing projects in such fields as
History, Philosophy and Literature.
These projects will be carried out dtrring the summer of 1985. The application deadline is September 15, 1984.
Awa rd recipients will be expected to
work full time for nine weeks during
the summer, researchingand writing a
Humanities paper under the close supervision of a Humanities scholar.

CONNER, ANNIE J.
COOK, sn:PHANlE A.
CARADIN. VICTORIA
CORBIN, PATRICIA A.
CORONA. TANYA R.
CORnS. USVIA ACORnS. MANUEL A.
COSENI1NO. MAURICE J .
COSGROVE, JOYCE A.
Con:. JUNE C.
CRAIG, ROBERTA
CREEN, CATHERINE
CRENSHAW. 1lIERESt\ L
CRuz. ARGENI1NA ACUMBERBATCH. MAKl1N L
ClJMEU.A, SUSAN M.
CUOZZl, HANNAH
DAMANAI!;lS. NlCOlAOS
DAMORE, DIANE
DAVIS, ELEANOR A.
DAVIS, MICHEllE D.
DAVIS, SHARON M.
DE LEO, JOHN B.
DEAN, ORA H.
DEROBER11S. ROSANNA
DESAI, SHEFAU
DEVITO. JOSEPH
DHANRAJ, R\JTH N.
DIBENEDE1TO, DEBRA ADICHIARA, MARGUERrTA
DIDDER, BARBARA G.
DINGLE. SHIRl£Y

Please note that this is not a financial
aid program, that no academic credit
should be sought for the projects, and
that competition for the grants is rigorous.
For guidelines write to:
Younger Scholars Guidelines eN,
Rm.426
The National Endowment for the
Humanities
Washington, nc. 20506
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ROCKER, DAVID G.
RODRIQUEZ, AWILDA
RODRIQUEZ, CARl.OS E.
RODRIQUEZ, DAISY
RODRIQUEZ, Gl.ADYS
RODRIGUEZ, IVE1TE
RODRIGUES. KATRINA L
RODRIGUEZ, MARK
RODRIGUEZ, ROBERT W.
ROONEY. JOHN D.
ROOPNARlAN, GOBIN
ROSE. WAYNE D.
ROSNER. lARRY S.
Ross, MIUSSA
Ross, SHARON
ROSSI, ANTONIA
RUDDOCK, CUNTON G.
R\JTHJG, ELLEN M.
RYAN. DON W
SACCUCCl, MAJUECHRIST
MNA8RIA, DIANA
SANCHEZ, JI.lANA
SANCHEZ, JUUO
SANCHEZ, NElSON ASANCHEZ, RAUl.
SANDFORD, MERCEDEs A.
SANFlUPPO. FRANCES T.
SANZONE, ANTlfONY

SUGEAHI', JU'GOa .£.,.

.~,~

,;r
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s.utMIDI'/'O, IIlInf A.
SAROS/CX, THOMAS E.
SAUNDERS, PHYIJJS M.
SCHAFER, MONIKA U.
SCHATT. BRUCI:: T.
SCHRADER, PATRICIA
SCHWENK, KENNETH T.
SCIAUO. ElAINE L
SCOTT, JOAN E.
SCOTT, ROBERT
SEIPEl. JANE
SHAUGHNESSY. EMELlA L
SCHILUNGfORD, MAYCIL'
SILVA. JAIME
SILVA. MARTHA J.
SIN. CHUNG HING
SINATRA. JUI.IAtINE R.
PAS11!ANA, ELEANOR

PENA. LUJMlR

rENA. ISABEL M.
PENG, XUAN

PERALTA. JOSE L
PERDOMO, BElKYS
PERDOMO. MARLENE C.
PEREZ, CECIUA
PEREZ, I..ETTY
PERRY, MlCHEI.l..E R
PERSAUD, DEV PRAKASH
PEn:RSON. DOLORES
PETlUDES, PEIlWO.S J.
PFEFFER. lAURA A.
PIERSON. EUGENE

FREEMAN. GENlNE
FREEMAN, RHONDA
FREIUCH, u:F.ANN S.
FRlA5, FRANClSCA R.
FUCHS. DON
f1JEl'(Tl:.S, GARY B.
FtJENn:s. JOSE R.
FUllWOOD. NEUJE L
GAI.EUA, LORETTA M.
GANDOU'O TERRI TASSRA
GARCHrroRENA, SERAFIN
GARCIA, DEBORAH
GARCIA,JUAN C.
GARCIA, VIRGINIA
GARGAGUANO. ANN
GARMCA,· RAFAEL
GAROfALO. MARlA
GARONE. JOHN M.
GARVIN. I..ESUE D.
GEE, BETI'Y
GEN1SE. ANGIE
GENNA. f1..ORENCE
GENNARO. CATHERINE
GEORGE. PHYUJS T.
GEORGIADIS. ANTONiOS
GmBS. UERWATIE Y.
GIllARD, ALlHEA A.
GINSBERG, RONNIE
GINYARD, LYVONE
. GONGORA. JULIE1TA
GONZAlEZ, CARLOS A.
GONZAlEZ, IIWUSOL
GONZAlEZ, NYDIA

DOBBS, ROBERT
DOIG, SA.NDRA M.
DOMINICCI, SYLVCIT£
DONA11CH, INES M.
DONOSO, EllZABE1H
DUFFY, ANN M.
DUFFY, CHRIS11NE M.
DUNPHY. THOMAS M.
DIJTCHER, DENISE E.
DZIRSON. KARIN I.
EDWARDS. CATHERINE E.
EHRESMAN. VAlERIE L
ENGUSH. ROXANNE N.
ESKREIS. EVA
ESPINOSA, CARLOS A.
EVANS, DORETHEA AEVERING, HOPE M.
FAGAN. CAROIANN
FANN, ANNETTE
FARREll., ANNE T.
FEIMER. CATIIY A.
FElDMAN, ARLENE
FEREBEE, CHERYL
FERIs. MARIA
FERNANDEZ, ANTHONY P.
FINlATOR, JOSEPHINE
FLETCHER, LOUISE P.
nORES. JOSE A.
nOREl., GLORIA c.
FORD. INEZ E.
FOREMAN. ANNMARIE M.
FORTE, ROSA L
FRANGIAMONE. SYLVANA

P1JUAN, DIRSIA B.
PINEDA, HECTOR O.
PIRON. OTTO EDDY
I'U.JMIIIER. CHARMAINE R.
POR1U.LO, BRENDA
PORTOIATIN, OLGA
POtnJI, JOSEPH N.
PRESCOTT, YVONNE
PlJRDY, MARYANNE
QUAMINA, MARIAN
QUR£SHI. RAHII.A M.
RAEHMANN, PATRIClA L
RAGGIO, MARY F.
RAGHUNAUTH, BHEESHAM
RAGHUNAIJTH, SHYAM K.
RAlGOZA, FABER H.
RAMIREZ, CESAR
RAMIREZ, DELIA
SINGH, otooAT
SINGH, SATNARINE
SK011DAS, .AUCA
SMAll., CHJQUrrA
SMI"IH, ROSEMARY
SOfFER, 0Rl'CA RJNo\
S01ERIOU, LORRAINE
SOt1ROPl1I..Os, JOHN
G.
SOWEU., AHTlIONY
SPADAFINO, MICHAEL
SPANN. JEffERY
SPEARS, ROSE A.

UI.YSS£, MONiQUE A.
VRmE. LUIS E.
URREA, VICTOR H.
VACAS, JAIME
VAlDERRAMA, VICTORIA
VALENCIA, JORGE
VAI..ENllN, EVE!.YN
VALVO, ANGElA M.
VANDERHOEF, MIlDRED C.
VANEGAS, MERCY G.
VAJlGAS. JAIME O.
VAJIGAS. VIRGEN M.
VAVRO. EUSE M
VAVRO. MICHELE J.
VEGA. MADEUNE
VElAZQUEZ. CARMEN
VElAZQUEZ. MARGIE
VEl.EZ, ElAINE

VlUORT. MARJE
VlI.1A, G.ERARl
VITALE. JEAN
VIJONG, 'BUIJ TRIl'
WANG, YUNIl'

WARD, Hill
WEINSTEIN, EMIl
WEJSVOGEL, SUS!
WEYDIG, WII.1.IAM
WHrnu:, BARBARA
WIlllAMS, USA
WIlllAMS, MlCltAE.I.
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WOISIN, KENNETH
WONG, BO Cl-

.

!QUIItZ. CAIIIOL A.

SRA. MANNY

STEWART, ROBERT
STONE, SONIA

STOUTE. JANNEnE L
SWEENEY. JANINA E.
TAVERAS, EDnJO A.
TAYLOR. KENNEEDA
n:DONE, ROSEEillN
TEGERIDES, lSMINI J .
TEI..EMAQIJE, BENJAMIN A.
TELY, HELEN P.
TERUZZI, ANTHONY J.
THOERICHT. ANN C.
THOMAS, DOROTIIY
THOMAS, MARY L
THOMAS, WANDA L
THORPE. VAlERIE I.
THUMSUDEN. GALE A.
T1BURJCO, REYES A.
m:rz, AlBERT
TOI..ENI'O, JOANN
TOM, MARY
TORRES, BLANCA I.
TORRES, DARIO A.
TORRES. ESTEBAN
TORRES. MARTHA L
TORRES, SERGIO R.
TORRES, WANDA I.
TOSCANO, MARYEll£N
TRIOLO, ANGELO T.
TSE,

SAN VlNG

TYSON.

MARLENE E.
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wtl.!OH. DONI'

WONG. YINH
WOO. ANTHOI'
WOO. MELVi
WOODS, DONNA ~
WRJGIff. CAROL'
YANG, YAN GA
YlK, MARl
YOUMANS, JENNIFER
YOUNGWOOD. DAVID
YU. ALAN KA.MIN
YVEN. HSIAOCHE
ZACCONE. WARREN
ZAfRAN. EVE!.}
ZAMBANO, ELSA
ZHENG. YU·JIA
ZV\RBl1US, ANrrA
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SECRETARIAL GRADUATES

If, in fact, it's supposed to guide the actions of our government, and its
leaders around the clock year in, year out, then you better have some
way of demonstrating your concerns for violations of that Constitution
and when to act on it, no matter how unpopular it makes you. Otherwise all you've got are violations and no Constitution. I think our action
did serve to remind people what the Constitution is all about. If you
think back to your high school history, there's nothing radical about our
concept. What was radical really was the President in undertaking an
invasion of a sovereign country without going to the Congress to get the
_ authorization to do so.
BRIDGE: What was the result of your action?
WEISS: Even on the part of those who were very upset "ith us, when we
introduced the resolution they at least had to think about the balance of
powers and the separation of powers that is built into the into the
Constitution. They had to ask themselves whether, in fact, the President
did or did not adhere to the Constitution regardless of what answer they
ultimately gave themselves. I think that perhaps we had to remind the
American people that even the President, perhaps most especially the
President, is subject to the laws ofthe Constitution.
BRIDGE: In the proposed 1985 budget, financial aid programs such as NSDL,
SEOG are being eliminated. What can be done to make up the difference for students who depend on these progr.ams?
WEISS: I think that the Administration has been trying to undercut educational
programs from the day they came into office. We have, for the most
part, been able to hold them off, in any kind of radically or drastic
restructuring of these assistance programs. I think that's going to
continue. I don't think the Administration is going to eliminate these
programs. What will happen is that there will be less money available
than there ought to be, but I think clearly that Congress has a better
understanding of the worthiness of educational assistance programs
that we've adopted over the years than the President and Administration. The way to make sure that the President is not going to be able to
succeed is by letting your representatives and the lJ.S. senators know
that you expect them to fight against the President's worst instincts in
undercutting these programs.

We at K.A. NOWACK CAREER SPECIAUST, INC. are
in the business of creating new opportunities for
people who are interested in making a positive
move for the future.
We pride ourselves on our professional approach
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their careers.
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Shenker
and

one of the buildings adjoining us here to construct a major new
facility. Hopefull~ we'll able to close off some of the streets connecting the buildings, building some sort of campus.
BRIDGE: Do you have any ballpark time schedule for this?
SHENKER: Sure, but these time frames are so distant.:My best g~ess is four years.
I have to assume that there will be a strike of some union-it always
happens in New York which may .make it four and a half years. So I
think that's a major problem. I think we may offset that problem a
little bit by next September. We have now rented the upper two floors
of the Sony building which will give us two more floors in September
of 1984.And that will relieve some ofthe pressure, but we wont really
feel some relief until we get a new facility. At the present time, the
students are crowded ane we're turning away thousands of people. ,
We've kept our present claSs constant we take 2400, 2500 freshmen
every year and we haven't changed that number in the past four years.
BRIDGE: Is it true that LaGuardia is one of the hardest community colleges to
get into?
SHENKER: It's one ofthe hardest. We turn away a lot of people. I think as a public
two year institution we should be admitting people who want to cOme
here who think of the benefits we have t{) offer. But at the same time,
we can't shortchange people. Peo'ple we do admit have to have,reasonable space, space to study Accounting, Data Processing, Liberal
Arts . .. library space to study, a reasonable cafeteria. We don't have
those things. We're squeezed.

HEALTH FOOD STORE

-no pai.n , no

65-04 Fresh Pond Road
Ridgewood, New York
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A Film Review
by Tanya Corona
"EI Norte." a story about the plight of
a Guatamalan brother and sister and
their search for a better life, is an exceptional film. It is a different type of
film, as it is an American made movie
about Latin people with Latinos playing the leads and speaking their native
tongue. David Villalpando plays Enrique Xuncax and Zaide Silvia Gutierrez plays Rosa Xuncax. Both are Mexican actors well trained in their craft
but unknown in this country.
Filmed in three parts. "El Norte"
shows Enrique ann Rosa moving from
one culture to another, and one realization to another.
Part one ~hows Enrique and Rosa living in their little Indian village in Guatamala where Rosa loves to hearstories
from her godmother about life in "the
north," the United States where "even
the poor people have flush toilets ,"
cars and houses. Her godmother
knows all of these things , of course,
because she has been a reader of
"Good Housekeeping" magazine for
the last ten years.
In a less delightful part of this segment, we see Enrique and Rosa's'father
forming an organization with his fel-

low workers to stop the "gringos' from
further ahusing them (using them only
as hands, and nothing else) and from
taking over their good land. They
never get the chance to form their
union and Enrique, upon hearing
gunshots, runs to find his father, only
to discover his father's severed head
hung on a tree. Their mother disappears soon afterwa rds. taken away by
the soldiers. This is what makes Enrique and Rosa flee their village and
take that longjourney to "el norte."
In the second part of the film, Enrique and Rosa find themselves a
"coyote," a person who takes illegal
aliens across the border. The coyote is
long retired but since it was asked of
him as a favor from a mutual friend he
helps Enrique and Rosa across the
border successfully. To avoid being
seen by the border police, the brother
and sister must cross the border
through a rat infested sewer system
that connects Tijuana, Mexico to San
Qiego. California. This tests their
strength and will because they must
crawl miles on hands and knees; seeing
nO'tigl\t, heatit'lg nosourid, thr6tighi'"
suffocating stench.

Funeral Scene/rom "EI Norte"
In the last part of the film, Enrique
and Rosa are finally in Los Angeles.
Rosa is bewildered because she sees no
"gringos" in L.A., only Chicanos. She
finds work as a maid and on her tlrst
day at the job, confused at not being
able to work the computerized washing machine and dryer, she washes the
clothes by hand and lays them out on
the grass to dry, as she did in her riative
country. When the mistress of the
house returns and finds this , she is
shocked.
Meanwhile, Enrique is hired as a
waiter at a very expensive and posh
restaurant. His employer, recognizing
what a hard worker and a fast learner
he is, promotes him to Assistant Head
Waiter. Upon seeing this, a jealous fellow worker calls Immigration to report
him. Although in this part of the film
we see Enrique become 'i\mericanized,';""'(jisa~s9<'i<lting4im.se.4'from,.his

roots, his country, his CUlture, his up-

MOVIE REVIEW

Firestarter

INDIANA JONES AND 1HE TEMPLE OF DOOM
by Bob Young
The latest blockbuster of George
Wdlie Scott, a panicky nightclub singer
Lucas, a writer/ producer who always
he meets in Shanghai. There is, at this
seems to know what people want to
point, a break in the steady flow of
see, is a prequel to "Raiders of the Lost
action, as Lucas and Spielberg begin to
Ark" called "Indiana Jones and the
become unnecessarily graphic.
Temple of Doom." "Indiana Jones is a .
light hearted fantasy, filled from beginning
This excellent salute to the movie
to end with action. The resourceful Jones, serials of the 30's picks up where it left
as played by the personable Ha.rrnon
off, as Jones and his equally unlucky
Ford is the hero of the eighties. Under the
companions free the captured children
superb direction of Steven Spielberg, Ford while fighting off the cultists. Jones is
is at his best.
faced with one particularly large antagorlist, and is victimized by a voo-doo
Indiana Jones gets into trouble no doll which prevents him from fighting
matter where he goes. As the movie back, and just when all seems lost, he
begins, Jones anives at a nightdub in escapes again, to join Wdlie and Short
Shanghai, where he is promptly JXIisoned, Round in an ore-car chase which is
shot at, beat up and forced to jump out of equally as exciting as the truck chase
a 'Nindow several stories high, to land seen in "Raiders."
convieniently in a taxi driven by his "body
guard" Short Round played with energetic
The climax of the film finds Jones,
humor by Ke Huy Quart Later, while flying his friends, and several enemies hangto India, he jumps out of his crashing plane ing onto a broken bridge , over an
in a 1ife:r'?Jft and slides down icecapped alligator infested canyon. Jones is still
mountains, only to land in a river. He the same intelligent and cunning surmeets an Indian tnbe whose sacred vivor as always. He is a more human
Sankara stone had been stolen by a and fallible charecter than most movie
religious cult who had also taken all of heros. Kate Capshaw plays Willie. Both
the village children. TIle cult is holding beautiful and comical, she makes a
the children as slaves in the Temple of good leading lady for Harrison Ford
Doom.
AIl in all, "Indiana Jones and the
Whether it is pity for the stolen Temple of Doom" is as good as it was
children, or greed for the sacred stone expected to be. Forget whether it is
which would bring him "Fortune and better or worse than "Raiders." "Indiana
glory," Jones attempts to invade the Jones" is a great movie, and no true film
Temple of Doom with Short Round and lover will want to miss it
1 5

bringing-we are relieved to find that
at the moment of truth. when his sister
needs him most, his moral standards
prove to be stronger than his selfish
desires.
The film's ending is truly sad . One
develops such a deep affection for the
characters that one expects and hopes
that they surmount anything. Enrique
and Rosa . much to their disillusion,
find that "el norte" is not what they had
expected it to be. "EI Norte" does not
signify freedom for Enrique and Rosa
and thousands like them.
"EI Norte" is a rare film that should
be seen by one and all. The folk music
provided "by "Los Folkloristas" to underscore several dramatic scenes is superb. It cuts right through your veins.
This film is different ; it educates. "EI
Norte" shows what life is really like for
illegal aliens.

reviewed by David Tomack
Summer, a time when temperatures
rise, and when the major movie companies release their hottest films.
Banking on the fact that school is out,
theatres are filled with kids escaping
the heat. This season's first entry is
Stephen King's "Firestarter."
It's the story of Charlie McGee, a
little girl blessed with an ominous gift.
She can start fires , pyrokinesis, just by
thinking about them. She and her father, who possesses some mental ability of his own, are being pursued by
agents from a secret government
agency called "The Shop." This movie
chronicles their struggle, from their
subsequent capture to the film's blazing finale.
Yet, this movie fails to succeed. The
actors, burdened by a poor script, either overstate or underact their performances. The director, Mark L. Lester
relying too heavily on special effects,
doesn't allow the performers tQ create
characters with feelings or emotions.
Art Carney and Louise Fletcher, portraying a couple who befriend Charlie
and her father, are zombie-like and
wooden. Involved as they are with this
terror they act as if they are not interested in what's going on. Other performances echo this. David Keith, as
Charlie's father, rolls his eyes, wipes his
nose when it bleeds, and that's how he
spends his time. Moses Gunn, as Dr.
Pynchot, recites his lines as ifhe were
late for an appointment. Both put no
feeling in their speech.
Not all of this movie is bad. Drew

Barrymore, as the incendiary waif
Charlie, succeeds in creating the character for the audience. We feel her torment, her confusion, her glee, and her
relief when she destroys those who seek
to destroy her. Miss Barrymore gives a
performance that allows the audience
to feel some emotion. Also, George C.
Scott succeeds as the malevolent assassin, Rainbird. His ability to change
moods from crazed killer to Charlie's
secret friend while she is held captive is
the best performance of the lot. With
his gruff voice and stony exterior, Scott
captures the man who is doomed by his
feelings for Charlie.
This is not a movie I would reco '
mend. Sitting in the theatre, I began
laugh at the scenes of exploding ca
buildings, and burning people. Tl"
movie becomes comedic, failing to
capture the tension and intrigue in Mr.
King's novel. If you want to truly appreciate this story, I suggest you read
the book. It is decidedly better than its
cinematic successor.

On Diabetes
Are You • DIabetIC?
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,1984 a novel bV George Orwell
by Bob Young

THE BOUNTY
by Toussaint Foster
"The Bounty," directed by Roger
Donaldson, is an intensely gripping
film of passion and piracy in the days
when Britain ruled the waves.
Anthony Hopkins plays the role of
the legendary Captain Bligh, the stubborn and strong-willed Englishman
who sailed with his crew through hostile seas, to the pacific island of Tahiti.
Mel Gibson gives usa satisfying performance as Captain Bligh's first officer, the liberal-minded, dashing
Fletcher Christian; the leader of the
historic mutiny.
"
The events leading up to the mutiny
form a fascinating cresendo, though
the story itself leaves you with some
unanswered questions. For instance,
what caused the mutiny? Was it the
strict disciplinary action of Captain
Bligh? Was it the crew's fear of serving
under a man foolish enough to lead
them through violent waters? Or was it
exposure to the sexually unrepressed
native society which slowly influenced
and corrupted the rigid discipline of
the English sailors?
What differentiates this film from
the 1935 predecessor "Mutiny on the
Bounty" is that there is no attempt to
paint Fletcher Christian as the stereotypical hero and Captain Bligh as the
sadistic arch-villain. Indeed, both
characters have their faults, and it is
precisely this which gives the movie its
sophistication, since we know that real
life individuals are seldom purely good
or purely evil.
Ironically, the film's sophistication is
also its flaw. An audience is prone to
become frustrated , albeit unconsciously, if it has trouble identifying
who the "good guy" is. Also, the romance between Fletcher Christian
and the native girl might have been
better portrayed on a psychological,
rather than erotic level. However, even
with its flaws, it is an intelligent and
mature film .

Picture a world with no freedom. A
only visible antagonist: he stands for
world constantly at war. A world where
the Party, and for dictatorships. His
one all-powerful party can destroy
calm, his accumen, his scheming cruevery feeling of individuality. This is
elty, make him the perfect villain.
an effective means of control. Doublethe world of '1984," and it is as much a
This "Party" was created by George
think is part of the Newspeak vocabupolitical commentary as it is a prophOrwell. But we have already seen the
lary. Oldspeak (Standard 20th century
ecy. In the capable hands of author
birth of totalitarian societies in Nazi
English) is slowly eradicated by the
George Orwell, subjects such as total iGermany and Communist Russia.
Party and replaced by new speak, the
tarian barbarism and atomic war are
Smith found himself in such a society.
ambiguous official language. "It's a
bound together so skillfully, that "1984"
All individuality and emotion are forbeautiful thing, the destruqion of
is both enthralling and appalling. Orbidden, save that of loyalty-loyalty to
words," comments Syme, one of the
well, a strong critic of totalitarianism,
Big Brother.
writers of the Newspeak dictionary.
presents a horrifying dystopia, warnBig Brother is the figurehead of the
The elimination of Oldspeak is symingin hisown unique way, that this may
Party. Whether or not he truly exists is
bolic of Big Brother's victor y.
be our future.
never revealed, nor does it matter.
The difference in speech between
"1984" is the story of the dictatorship
The Party has its hero, Big Brother,
Smith and the loyal Party members is
of the Party, which remains in power by
and it has its villain: Goldstein. He is
an excellent touch because it is reprecontrolling not only the physical acnot seen either. Orwell is referring here
sentative of the difference between free
tions of the populace, but their
to Leon Trotsky and how he served
and unfree people. "Freedom is the
thoughts as well. Winston Smith, the
Joseph Stalin's purpose as a scapegoat
freedom to say that two plus two makes
focal figure of "\984," is one of the few
after their fight for control of the Soviet
four. If that is granted all else follows,"
people to realize the corrupt nature of
Union. In the 1920's, after the Russian
writes Winston Smith in hisdiary. This
the party. He and his lover Julia atRevolution, the Communist Party
is something Big Brother will not allow.
temptto evade the Thought Police and
lead\::r, Lenin, died. A struggle to
Big Brother tries to sever all ties to
then join the Brotherhood, a secret orbecome Lenin's succesor broke out
the past. All, that is, save one. There is
ganization that oppossses the Party.
between Trotsky, the Soviet Comone tradition that he keeps; War! OrThere are myriad twists to the plot,
missioner of War and Commander-inwell makes a direct connection bewith which Orwell keeps the interest of Chiefof the Red Army, and Stalin, then
tween totalitarianism and atomic warthe reader and there are a number of a member of the Revolutionary Milifare. Smith's home country of Oceania
engrossing scenes, such as the graphic
tary Council. Stalin gained ascen(formally called England) is in a contorture of Winston Smith. This scene dancy and exiled Trotsky. Then Stalin
stant state of war. Oceania and its eneshows that the Party knows everything began a campaign against Trotsky,
mies, after the destruction of several
about everyone. Every citizen has one contending that he headed a conspirother parts of the world, agree to a
great fear-a hidden terror that he can acy to ovethrow the Soviet Governconventional war, and cease the use of
not face. The Party makes the victim's ment. This is exactly the role that Goltheir Atomic weapons. They still, howworst nightmare a reality. It is scenes stein plays for Big Brother.
ever, produce these weapons in abunsuch as this, which are both attractive
Once in power, the Party needs to
dance. The weapons are stored, but
and repulsive, that make "1984" so dif- stay ther~. The be~t way to stay in conwhether for defenseagaj n~tthe , break
ferent and sogood>The final confron- , , ' trol is ' tocontrol' tfte' language 'arid ; , irtg'o ftMtreaty bytheir enetnid~ odor;'
tation between Smith and the Party is thereby coerce a trusting population to
their own planned treachery, is unworth waiting for. The dialogue is par- follow blindly. Language is important
known.
ticularly effective, as we see the Party to the Party, and yet it is not. It needs to
, "1984" could be seen as an attack on
twists all semblance of logic to bend
manipulate and control the people,
Stalinism. If it is taken as such, the
Smith to its will.
which it does by altering and editing
point of the bOOk has been missed.
Smith represents the common man, history. At the same time, it needs to
"1984" is not about communism, but
although "1984" does not offer much destroy certain vocabulary, which repabout us. Orwell is warning us to
hope for the common man. Smith has resents the last remnant of a past civilichange our ways or we will suffer the
so much hope and spirit that he comes \, zation and replace its language with its
fate of Winston Smith. Orwell is not
across as a likable and warm human own verbage.
saying that this is our unavoidable desThis is a good example of Orwell's
character. Julia, herself an intriguing
tiny, but what may become of us unless
character, represents rebellion. She doublethink, the ability to hold two opwe do something to prevent it. There is
makes a good contrast to the reserved posing ideas simultaneously. With
no happy ending to "1984." From its
Smith. Perhaps the most interesting of doublethink, the Party can eliminate
opening lines to its tragic last four
all is the Director of the "Ministry of people's interest in language, while
words, "1984" is an accurate projection
Love," where the non-conformists are programming them to its own lanof what life in our world is becoming.
taken to be brainwashed . As Smith's guage. This is why doublethink is such

The Color Purple a novel bV Alice Walker
by David Tomack
"The Color Purple," Alice Walker's
award-winning novel, is the story of a
black woman's struggle to survive. It is
the tale of Celie, a woman who endures
a life filled with hardship. Yet, it becomes a search for hope. It is a
triumph, for Miss Walker creates
images and characters that force the
reader to cry, to fear, to despair and
finally to cheer. This is a powerful
novel.
This story involves two major
themes. The first of these asks wkat
,ights women are begrudged by their
male counterparts. Celie, enjoys very
few of these, if any. In the beginning,
she is raped repeatedly by her stepfather. She is forced to have intercourse
even though not physically ready. She is
no more than an object, something to
be used Whenever her stepfather needs
to be relieved . Then, she becomes a
possession. A man, described only as
Mr. _ _ becomes interested in Nettie, Celie's younger sister. He comes to

Celie's stepfather to ask for her hand.
He is refused , because "she too young,
no experience." Celie sacrifices herself
in order to save Nettie from a life of
slavery. Though not as pretty as her '
sister, Celie manages to convince the
suitor to marry her because she is a
hard worker. The man finally agrees,
and Celie be.,gins her life of servitude.
The second major theme deals with ,
religion, specifically with belief in
God. This novel is written in letter
form with each new chapter bringing
another letter. For most of the novel,
Celie corresponds with God. In His
presence, she feels that there is indeed
hope. Life, however, forces her to
change. Celie finds out that her husband has been hiding letters from her
sister. Disillusionment sets in as she
discovers in the letters things she never
knew. She asks "What God do for me,
he give me a lynched daddy, a crazy
mama, a lowdown dog of stepp a and a
sister I probably won't ever see again."
1 6

She questions her belief and her existence, wondering Whether God actually listens to poor black women. Eventually, she is provided with an answer
which causes Celie to look at herself
differently.
Miss Walker uses a distinct style to
illuminate the story. When we first met
Celie, she is nothing more than a
"doVm-home" girl. She is illiterate,
,with hardly any schooling. As the story
develops, Walker's use of language
broadens in conjunction with the character. Celie is taught by the world around her and by the letters from her
sister. These letters come from Africa,
Where Nettie has become a missionary.
Her descriptions of life in the village
and of the surrounding countryside
are vivid. It allows the reader to experience a bit of history few people here
actually have seen' or heard.
The style of this novel is what gives it
its power. The letter form traces the
growth of the character. We see her
reliance on God change as time passes,

as she begins.to write to Nettie. Celie
wants to correspond with and share
her life with someone she can't see or
touch.
At the beginning of the novel,
\\alker uses simple sentences and
words to describe Celie's suffering.
\\alker writes, "He beat me like he beat
the children. 'Cept he don't never
hardly beat them. He say 'Celie git the
bell.' The children be outside peering
in. It all t can do not I cry. I make myself
wood. I say to myself, Celie, you a tree."
Eventually sh~ graduates to richer language, thereby further noting her
growth.
"The Color Purple" is a novel that
should be read by all. Its images of
doom and despair are often striking.
Miss Walker's use of metaphor in describing man and God, beaten women
and white people, makes the reader sit
up and take notice. Its distinct style,
descriptive language, use of characters
as symbols of courage and desire
create a work that is alive and,dynamic.

Jackson's Tour
Ready to Roll

official, it has been reported that they
will take place sometime between the
2nd and 4th week of Julr

0'

Best
Broadwav

by Vincent Cousin
Summer. It brings with it thoughts of
swimming, playing ball, movies and
hanging out to the minds of young peopie everywhere. But this summer
brings thoughts of a different kind .
The thoughts that this summer will
bring are those of a 25 year old man,
who with his five brothers has brought
music and happiness into the world .
This 25 year old man is, of course,
Michael Jackson, who along with his
brothers Jackie, Tito, Randy, Marlon
and Jermaine are about to embark
upon what many fans call the concert
tour of the century.
The 14 city (including New York), 40
concert tour which reunites for the
first time in eight years Jermaine with
his brothers, is being billed as the most
expensive tour event at an estimated
$100 million.
Although the actual dates and sites
of the New York City concert are not

.~
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(continued)

Brains

the nerve terminal. Also, more than
one nerve signal chemical may pass
~cross a single synapse. The transport
IS a two-way flow. This new informati?~ allows scientists to see the possiblhty that some diseases involve disorders of axon flow. The best known is
Lou Gehrig's disease (A.L.S.).
De~drites, at one time, were only
perceIved to be receivers of signals.
Now it seems that they could leak substances in the opposite direction. Excess leakage could cause epilepsy.
In the past, it was hard to account for
the intricate complexity of the human
mind given our limited knowledge of
the structure of the brain. Understanding the brain's chemistry will
allow the design of drugs on a much
more rational basis than ever before.
Each new discovery delivers us closer
to eliminating disease. This rapid increase in the knowledge ofbrain chemistry is creating an exciting and promising future.

•

On Wednesday, May 30th at 1:30
p.m. and Friday, June 1st at 8:00 p.m.,
LaGuardia Community College will
be presenting "The Best of Broadway."
The show will be comprised of musical numbers as well as scenes. The
scenes will consist of "Welcome to the
Theater," "There's no Business Like
Show Business," "Summer Nights,"
scenes and songs from "Grease,"
"Those Were the Good 01' Days" and
"The Best of Times."
There will also be plays like "Three
Penny Opera," and Scaprino.
The show is being directed by John
Davis, produced by Nick Rossi, choreographed by Scott Allen, and the
music director is John Williams.
So come on out and see some of your
fellow students and friends.

by Vincent Cousin

The C hen Lihua Company, which
presented dances from China, was one
of the better parts of the program. The
young ladies in this troupe were very
well choreographed . Their long flowing silk robes, combined with the
beautiful movements of the dancers,
made it seem as though they were flying across the stage. The little girls 01
the troupe who followed were spirited
children who, despite mistakes made
by nervousness, were adorable.
The Afro-Cuban dancers and
singers followed. This segment of the
program was the only part of the show

·· .....
.....

by Nadine Winslow

Dance Festival Comes to
LaGuardia
On May 17th, a very special and entertaining event took place here at LaGuardia. the 3rd Annual International
Dance FestivaJ:rhe festivaL sponsored
by the LaGuardia Student Government and Student Activities, featured
dances from all over the world . .
Even though there were some segments of the program that were not
over,ly entertaining, the good outweighed the bad .
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that I found a bit boring. The songs and
the music all seemed to sound alike.
This segment's only spark of life was
provided in the form of a man danci ng
around in what was described by the
man sitting next,to me as a giant tooth
coshiine. ' " '' '. 0_--:---.
..
The highlight of the show came in
the form of Mara and the Magic Lamp
Dance Ensemble, which displayed various dances of the Middle East. This
troupe featured the exotic and erotic
movements of beautiful women in
beautiful silk costumes. Of all the exotic dances performed, the most exciting had to be the "Snake Dance." This
dance featured a very pretty woman
dancing and gyrating with a very much
alive snake slithering over her. The
women in the audience also received a
thrill with the presence of two male
dancers who could have easily gone to
work at Chippendales.
Despite its imperfections, the 3rd
Annual International Dance Festival
at LaGuardia was a success and well
worth experiencing.
tinued study may also lead to understanding the causes of certain mental
disorders. Are they hereditary, caused
at birth, or due to allergies?
Ten years ago, the neuron was believed to be a simple structure: an irregularly shaped cell body sprouting
fibers called dendrites and having a
stalk-like main tube called the axon,
through which signals were known to
·be transmitted from one cell to another.
The axon ended in a group of terminals called synapses. A synapse is the
junction between a nerve cell and
other cells. It was believed that the
neuron received signals from other
neurons through its dendrites and sent
out its own special signal. Dr. Katherine L. Bick, Deputy Director of the
institute, said, "We thought of the
axon, to a large extent, as though it
were a wire."
Now it is known that substances
travel in both directions through the
axon between the main cell body and
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Culture Club
by Lisa Roecker
stroys you," he says.
For the past year,the cameras have
The Boy has a snap in his speech and
gone crazy over Culture Club.
a spring in his step. He's shrewd and
Snapped up by a press that's always
candid, warm and witty, sane in the
hungry for a new sensation, they've
right places and humane where it matbecome international pop pin-ups and
-ters most. He has sufficient self-reworldwide small screen stars. So keen
spect not to take himself too seriously,
has been the media interest since their
yet he's fully aware of the responsibilifirst hit "Do you Really Want to Hurt
ties of success.
Me?" that the group is liable to run for
Maybe it's Boy George who's Culture
cover at the sight of yet another fullClub's most easily identinable pop percolor/center-spread/front-page-pic on
the ~~tands., Ifsha.~Jyc5uil!pr.i$il;lgV ,spn-aljtX , ,butJpn,,·MQ~f·'~ .;Ua~~.,>,~,· .' .,' """."",>(.,-""~.,~:,,
that even the bouncing Boy George . Michael Craig work very closely as 'a
team to create the Culture Club sound .
laughingly says that he's sick of the
Beyond their images it's the music that
sight of himself!
makes Culture Club, and as their debut
Since Culture Club started they've
LP "Kissing to be Clever" showed the
fought hard and successfully against
group has evolved an entirely original
the idea that they're simply a new
sound from a vast array of influences.
image fronted by another famous face.
Although it's a style that looks to other
Always at pains to emphasize that
societies for its inspirations, it knows its
they're a group which takes care not to
own place perfectly in contemporary
be associated with anyone style or
pop. It's a serious exploration of the
movement, it concerns them that their
sounds of Africa and the Americas;
success is now being exploited by qujck
Europe and the Caribbean, but it's a
cash-in commercial sharks.
sunny instinctive music, played with a
Although they're'flattered if people
skill and subletly that is never concome to their concerts in some form of
trived.
Culture Club clothing, they don't like
Perhaps the best indication of Culthe cheap advertisements that offer to
ture Club's ideas and the finest proof of
turn fans into Culture Club clones. Boy
their musical common sense has been
George in particular appreciates the
their huge success across a range of
pleasure of dressing up, but rather than
judge a person by appearance, he
countries and cultures. Their records
have hit number one in Australia, Ausstresses the importance of inner emotions.
tria, Belgium, Denmark, Germany,
Holland, Ireland, New Zealand, NorCulture Club's aim is to transcend
way, Sweden, Switzerland and of
narrow cults and the fragmented patcourse the United Kingdom.
tern of 80's pop in order to create
Cqlture Club's music has been
something more universal that anyone
can identify with. The religious and
played on every type of U.S. radio station, black, white, pop, soul, reggae,
gender symbols that they incorporate
into their designs are one way of exfunk, country & western. Usually fierpressing this ambition, as is their praccely partisan in their tastes, the group
was told by radio stations, "You're
tice of playing ambi-sexuallove songs
making history out here."
that touch on emotions that everyone
has in common. Culture Club stands
You could call Culture Club the ultimate example and logical conclusion
for an everyman culture that abolishes
of early '80's pop. And you might add
prejudice, suspicion and sad division.
that as Western society fragments and
Boy George doesn't even believe in the
a crippling recession sows the bitter
generation gap, and he was recently
seeds of discord, Culture Club stands
touched to have his theory confirmed
for the elusive spirit of unity.
by receiving a love poem written by an
eighty-two year old admirer!
~, Bu~ ~s Bo~ George says sagely,
MUSIC IS musIc and a good song is a
Despite being principal Boy in the
pop charts of a dozen different coungood song." Culture Club makes
"black and white pop for child ears''tries, George makes every effort to tear
down the traditional pedestal of the
and the best way to listen is with innocence.
stereotyped pop star. "That idea is negative, out of date, and ultimately it de-
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,Talent, Not .agic, I.ifts Mets
by Edward Hollins
"I didn't come here to suffer. 1expect
are the youthful arms of Walt Terrell
to win right away." When Mets manRonDarling,Ed4'nch,andtheteam'~
ager Davey Johnson made this statedrawback Mike Torrez. The rightyment in spring training, many people
lefty combo of Doug Sisk and Jesse
admired his boldness. Most had to
Orosco gives the Mets oneofthe best
question his sanity.
bullpens in tpe National League.
Davey Johnson has installed a winWhen the Mets lost on Opening Day
to the Cincinnati Reds, 8 to 1, Johnson
nl'ng
attl'tude'10 th e Me.
ts Theteamls
.
..
made it clear that the team would not
wlOnlOg and h '
i',
d'
.
dl th
t'
H
,avlOg lun olOg It
Play th at ba
y e .en Ire ·season. e~. George Foster has become the hi hest
had to go back to hIS computer to see . paid clubhouse Glown in baseball~ The
team's spirit is up and so are the numwhat ~ent wron? The M~s wo~ the
next SIX games 10 a row, UlcludlOg a
ber of wins A I
D'
three-game sweep of the Houston
puter is Plug'geJ i~~eaMs tsave~llsbecotmhAstros.
..
' .. ~ WI
e
.
most excltlOg attractllon 10 New York
Davey Johnson IS. an honest, outWhy? Because he doesn't kn w h
.
lose
0
ow to
spoken man. The klOd of man who
couldn't work for George Streinbren.
nero He is not used to loosing. When he
was hired, he thanked General Manager Fran k Cashen for having the sense
to hire him.
In spring training he announced his
pre-season lineup. Wally Backman
was to take Mookie Wilson's old job as
lead-off hitter. Jose Oquendo, who has
trouble batting his weight, hits second.
Last year's one and two hitters, Wilson
and Hubie Brooks were dropped to
sixth and seventh. The middle of the
lineup is secure, with the ever-steady
Keith Hernandez, the rejuvenated
George Foster, and the blossoming
Darryl Strawberry providing the offense. Rookie of the Year in 1983, we
have yet to see the full potential of
Strawberry's abundant talent. ..
. '
The job of #1 catcher has been
bounced all around. Mike Fitzgerald,
who currently owns the job, should
hold up fine until the long-awaited return of John Stearns.
Davey's theory of letting the young
pitching staff get as much work as possible is working. When one of them
gets into trouble, Davey leaves it up to
them to get out of it. Dwight Gooden,
who has been compared to Sandy
Koufax, leads the staff in both strikeouts and nastiness. Following Gooden
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need a boost?

TRY NETWORKING
with
THE NETWORKING COMPANY
a clearing house for
business talent

Shea Stadium Gets a Facelift

IWE HAVE FORTUNE 500 CONTACTS IN THE HIDDEN
The city will spend more than $25
million to renovate Shea Stadium by
installing an artificial surface and 50
luxury boxes.
The amount of$25 million is tentative until the city and Doubleday
Sports, a company owned by Mets'
owners Nelson Doubleday and Fred
Wilpon, who will likely do the renovations, work out a final agreement.
As part of the bargaining to renovate
the stadium, the Mets signed a 15 year
extension to the 10 year lease which
exists until the year 2009 and will pay
any cost that exceeds the figure agreed
.
upon by both sides.
In addition to the major facelift, repairs to the bathrooms and escalators,
a fresh coat of paint and a clean stadium is in demand by the Mets. The
work is scheduled to start after the 1984
baseball season and is likely to take
two years.
The city will not lose out money as it
did in the rebuilding of Yankee Stadium because it will be reimbursed
from the money made by the rentals of
the luxury boxes. The 50 luxury boxes
will be built on the press level, each
holding 18 seats. Money from the

ear~ings

will be returned to the city
untIl the construction cost is paid. Afterwards, the city and the Mets will
split the revenue.
Talks of renovation first started last
fall when Jets owner Leon Hess openly
criticized the conditions of the stadium. He refused to renew the Jet~'
lease and moved his team to New Jersey to play in the Meadowlands.
"If we can get a National Football
League team, ten thousand more seats
will be added plus more luxury boxes,"
said Larry Simonberg, Assistant Press
Secretary.
Installing the artificial surface was
the city's idea. It wants to attract a football team to play in the stadium. "It is
the coming of the future," said Mets
Public Relations person Jay Horowitz
of the artificial surface. He added, "It
(artificial surface) is the rule rather
than the exception."
The renovating of Shea Stadiun;t has
nothing to do with the study that is
being conducted by the state to someday build a domed stadium in the city.
By 1986, the Mets will be playing their
home games in a modernized stadium
-fighting for a championship.
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We put you in touch with corporate INSIDERS.
Send your resume and join our talent roster
TODAY. It will be screened and submitted to
INSIDERS looking for someone with your background and qualifications.
If you are BRIGHT, ARTICULATE and have a
RECORD OF ACHIEVEMENT, 'send us your resume
with cover letter, including job objectives.
minimum salary requirement, availability an~
other relevant data to:
Managing Agent
THE NETWORKING COMPANY
114 Liberty Street, Suite #204
New York, New York 10006
Minorities and women particularly are encouraged to participate.

Is the U.S.F.L.
Useful?

Dr.eam Fades

by Angelo Russo

by Vincent Cousin

in Houston

• t s and G·Iant S United
With just about a month to play, the
"e
States Football League has succeeded in its second year. Attendance
Get What
has increased dramatically. Television
ratings are way up from last year. There
are more teams in the league this year.
There will be more expansion teams in
the near future. Big name players are
signing with the US.EL. and leaving
by Vincent Cousin
the N.EL. out in the cold. Big contracts
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - are being given out to players so the
Operating on the theory of drafting
competition is there.
"the best available athlete," the Jets and
When a college graduate isn't picked
Giants got exactly what they needed in
in the N.EL. draft, he has a second
this year's N.EL. draft.
chance, the U.S.EL. A talented player
This year's draft, although decihas the option to go to either league.
Naturally, he will go to the highest bidmated by the US.EL., had its share of
good football talent.
ding team. Three years ago, a player
was signed by a team and was given an
The Jets who desperately needed
help in the secondary and defensive
average salary. Nowadays, the highest
line, used their two first round picks to
bidder signs the player. Just ask New
Jersey Generals' owner Donald
get defensive back Russell Carter and
defensive lineman Ron Faurot.
Trump. Trump has bought top players
and has made his team a winner.
The Jets also satisfied more needs by
drafting Pittsburgh center/guard Jim
The New Jersey Generals are one of
Sweeney and Miami tight-end Glenn
the best teams in the league. The
Dennison.
money spent by Trump has made the
Carter, a three-year starter and Allteam recognized. With the exception
of the Philadelphia Stars, the Generals
American out of S.MU is expected to
take over for Jerry Holmes who after
are the best (even though the Generals
last season signed with the US.EL.'s
beat the Stars in March). The Generals
Pittsburgh Maulers.
have a veteran and a high percentage/
. FaUrot, a 6'7", 270 Ib. starter from
completion quarterback in Brian Sipe.
.Arkansas, is a versatile player who can
Sipe is a team leader and a very good
either play defensive end or defensive
player. Sipe came over from the N.EL.
tackle.
last season and has led his team into

They Need

'" ~"r?en~ an ' ~meriean~·' eenterI

b"'~ ; is a player who does not figure
immediately in the Jets plans, but is
~oected to be a very important part of
the 6~ive line in the future.
Dennis6n, wbo was a surprise pick,
is a very agile tight-end with good
hands. Last season at Miami Dennison caught 54 passes.
The Giants, who have a lot more
holes to fill than the Jets, also had a
very good draft.
The Giants who draft third this year
used their draft picks on Michigan
State linebacker Carl Banks, West Virginia's quaterback Jeff Hostetler, and
offensive lineman Bi II Roberts from
Ohio State.
The Giants further helped themselves by signing Chris Godfrey, an offensive lineman from the US.EL.'s
Michigan Panthers.
Banks is a big. strong linebacker
with the speed to run down running
backs. Banks who is expected to play
the left outside linebacker position either this year or next is a great addition
to what many people believe is the best
linebacking corps in the N.EL.
Roberts has the physical ability to
play in the N.EL. He is expected to step
in and add a great deal to the left side of
the offensive line which at times last
year was awful.
Hostetler is a strong-armed, mobile
quarterback out of West Virginia. He
was the Giants highest rated quarterback. Hostetler is expected to sign with
a US.EL. team, but if he doesn't, he
will be a fine backup to Phil Simms.
All told , this year's draft as far as the
Giants and Jets are concerned, was a
good one. The Jets and Giants both
used their draft picks to help themselves a great deal, but whether or not
these prospects turn out to be good
professional football players remains
to be seen.
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Heisman Trophy winner Hershel
Walker has had some injuries to his
shoulders but is on his way to his second consecutive 1,000 yard plus.
Walker has good hands and is very fast.
He is one reason for the success of the
Generals.
Head Coach Walt Michaels is well
liked around this town. After retiring
as coach in 1982 from the New York
Jets, he thought his football days were
over. Trump signed him last year because he thought Michaels, with his
experience, could do the job. Donald
Trump was 100% right. Michaels
knows Everything about football and is
a very good coach. Even Richard Todd
thinks Michaels is a good coach. Fans
believe the New Jersey Generals will
become a team like the Pittsburgh
Steelers were in the 1970's.

Jordan to
1lIrnPro
by Vincent Cousin,
In a press conference that was held
May 5th, University of North Carolina's All-American guard Michael
Jordan announced his plans to give up
his senior year in order to turn pro.
Jordan, who was named last season's
N.C.A.A. Player of the Year, will join
Houston's Akeem Olajuwon, Auburn's
Charles Barkley, and Uc.L.A.'s Stuart
Gray as one of the other big name
players who has decided to come out
for the draft this year.
Jordan's coach Dean Smith, who
was with Jordan when he made the
announcement, said that he "recommended this decision to Michael."
Smith then went on to say that the loss
of Jordan was "a sad moment" for the
Carolina coaching staff.
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In a press conference that took place
on April 28th, University of Houston
star center Akeem "the Dream" Olajuwon announced that he would forego
his senior year.
Olajuwon, who led the Cougars to
their secohd straight N.c.A.A. championship game berth, made it clear
that he intends to turn professional.
When asked in a television interview
why he decided to join the N.B.A. this
year instead of waiting for the end of
his senior year, Olajuwon explained
that he felt that the time was right for
him to declare for the draft .. .

N.F.L. Draft
Boring?

Notes and
Quotes
by Angelo Russo and Edward
Hollins

First off, congratulations to Kareem
Abdul Jabbar for breaking Wilt
Chamberlain's N.B.A. scoring record
of 31,419 points.
With Walt Terrell, Ron Darling, and
by Angelo Russo
Dwight Gooden as Mets starters, Tom
Steve Young, Mike Rozier, Reggie Seaver may be a forgotten man ...
White, and Mark Addickes were not at Mickey Rivers of the Texas Rangers
the annual N.EL. draft. They were all deserves some type of medal for being
practicing with their new US.EL. one of the few ex¥ankees who hasn't
teams.
written a book about his ex-boss ...
But because those famous names Former Major League pitchers Doc
were already gone did not mean the Ellis feels that the penalties being ledraft was a washout. As one player se- vied against athletes for drug involvelected in the draft put it, "I know Mike ment are unfair. Everyone is entitled to
Rozier and Steve Young are gone, but his own opinion ... Dave Kingman has
there's lots left."
found a home with the Oakland I\s .
This year's number one pick was Good Luck Oakland. Speaking of
Nebraska's wide receiver Irving Fryar. Dave Kingman, disabled Met catcher
The New England Patriots gavehim a John Stearns said of his former teamtl'f~f;:'$lJ)SwruliO'iftJem~!i...miH:j{f;pJn.ate;~Hefiasth'eperSona1jty ofa tree
I deserve to be number one, otherwise trunk." ... The Yanks' boss, George
I wouldn't be number one." said the Steinbrenner, thinks it's great having
rich wide receiver. The Houston Oilers two "good" baseball teams in New
had the second pick of the draft. They York. The standings say that there's
selected OG Dean Steinkuhler also of only one. Sorry George ... Good luck
Nebraska. The Oilers entered the draft Mr. Peter Ueberroth, the soon-to-be
looking for an OG for Earl Campbell to baseball commissioner, you'll need it.
run behind.
Did the Houston Rockets manageThe two local N.EL. teams might ment really think Ralph Sampson, the
have pulled it out by drafting some key N.B.A.'s top rookie, was going to do for
players. The Jets signed four potential them what Moses Malone did for the
starters. Their number one pick was 76ers last year? ... How does this sound
CB Russell Carter of S.MU Carter -Bernard "Most Valuable Player"
(6-2, 195) hits hard and is very fast. He King?
can intercept passes which means he Mark Gastineau, defensive end of the
has good hands. Their number two New York Jets (or New Jersey Jets, take
pick had to begood. They traded Rich- your pick), is looking forward to being
ard Todd for the fifteenth draft pick, penali zed for his sack dancing in front
selecting DE Ron Faurot of Arkansas. of a huge home crowd. Let's just hope
Ron will play opposite Mark Gastin- N.EL. rules don't get any more absurd
eau. Faurot is big and quick and can ... Why did the Giant's management
attack the quarterback real fast. He turn down Donald Trump's offer for
will make everyone forget about Rich- the Giants to play Trump's New Jersey
ard Todd.
Generals? Were they afraid of losing?
Jim Sweeney, a C or G out of Pius- .. . Archie Manning makes $600,000
burgh, is talented and also is a poten- per year. He threw 88 passes last year
tial starter. The Jets desperately for the Minnesota Vikings, which
needed a good TE. They selected Glen equals $6,818 a throw.... Michigan
Dennison of Miami. He is fast and has Panther Bobby Hebert should stay in
good hands. As one writer explained, the US.EL., where he already has a
"They just may have pulled it off"
good reputation. His agent, Greg
The Giants also may have pulled it Campbell said, "It would take $50 miloff. Their first three picks are tops at lion to keep Bobby in the US.EL." ...
their position. OLB Carl Banks of Thus far, the US.EL. has proved it is
Michigan State was their number one not a league full of good quarterbacks.
pick. Coach Bill Parcells will have to If it weren't for Houston's Jim Kelly,
decide where to put the rookie as a and an occasional good day by a few
linebacker. Bill Roberts, an OT out of other quarterbacks, most US.EL.
O~io State, was t~eir seco~d pick. He is games wouldn't be worth watching ...
qUIck and very bIg. He WIll add punch With the US.EL. stealing players from
on the offensive line. Their third pick the N.EL., it's time for the N.EL. to
was a quaterback out of West Virginia, steal players from the US.EL.
JetfHostetler. Jeffbelieves that he has a
Final note-It's been almost four
shot at becoming their starting quar- months since that memorable night in
terback. The Giants may have done Madison Square Garden (January
something right this season after all.
24th to be exact), but Hulk-a-maniastill
Thus far the number one question in rules in the World Wrestling FederaN.EL. pre-season action has been, tion. Look out! Seargent Slaughter's
"What in the world are the Jets doing?" Cobra Corps is gaining ground fast.
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L.aGuardia's Kings of the Road
by Edward Hollins
On April 15, LaGuardia Community College held its third annual 10K
Road Race. The event, which is sponson~d by Chase Manhattan Bank, saw
285 finishers and two old records broken.
This year's male and female winners
were Louis Vazquez (30:58.5) and
Missy latauro (36:43.3). Last year's
winner, Art Hall, finished 25 seconds
ahead of his time last year, but still
came in second overall.
Ms. Iatauro, who beat last year's
record of 38:57. 2, is a qualifier for the
US. Marathon Olympic trials.
Bob Rosa, a top 10K coordinator,
felt the race could have been better, but
was a "tremendous success on the
whole." Mr. Rosa feels that the race is
"beginning to build a reputation"
among runners. "For a race of our size,
I don't think anyone treats the runners

better," he stated. His only regret was
the light participation by LaGuardia
students.
Among the LaGuardia winners
were: Modesta Harry (39:02.7), Deborah Bannister (1:05:59.3) representing
the alumni, and Carl Roude (40:08.2)
and Janice Ellsworth (45:37.8) representing faculty/staff.
Mr. Rosa again wants to thank the
approximately 100 volunteers who
helped make the entire race as successful as it was.
.
The One Mile Run , which preceded
the 10K Race, was won by lames
McFarlane (4:47.2). The sentimental
. winner though was little Eric, the four
year old who ran the hardest but came
in last.

c--uard'a'!b 'H avea
Runners' Club ····

...

by Tanya Corona
LaGuardia will soon have a new
club for joggers, runners, racewalkers,
and anyone else interested in keeping
in shape.
.
Andre Moore, a student at LaGuardia studying Animal Health, is in the
process of forming the club. He has
been an avid runner since high school.
When asked why he was starting the
club, he replied, "When I came to this
school I was surprised to see that there
wasn't a runner's club already estab.:
lished. The only athletic club that
exists is the Soccer Club. So I waited
around for about three quarters and
then the 10K Race came up. I heard
there were a lot of people from school
that ran the race and wondered ifthey
would like to have a club of their own, a
runner's club. I then talked to a lot of
people before I decided to do anything
about establishing a club."
Andre feels the club will be very successful. As of now, he already has 25
members, five males and twenty fe-

males. He would like to see more males
join the club. "Gentlemen, this is a
great opportunity for you to get in
shape and at the same time meet physically fit women."
Andre said the club will prepare the
runners to be able to compete in weekend races. "There are races every
weekend all over the New York City
area sponsored by the NY Road Runners Club. These races are voluntary."
Andre would like to see more people
join the club, especially ones who are
interested in keeping up the club.
"These are the kind of people I'm looking for to have as officers."
The club will officially start this
summer, if not earlier. For more information see Louis Merchant in Room
M-1l5.
"So, if you really want to look great at
the beach this summer, get in shape
with the Runner's Club. All are welcome," 'Andre said enthusiastically.

Soccer Club in Action
by Oscar Sarasky
dia's invitation to the tournament.
During the month of April, a small
The LaGuardia participation in the
indoor soccer tournament took place
tournament went as follows:
on the campus of Long Island UniverThe first game was a deadlock, as
sity. Represented at the tournament •
the LaGuardia 'i~' team and Queens
were Queens College, Medgar Evens
College squared off to a scoreless tie.
College, Long Island University Teams
The LaGuardia "B" team then
A and B, and LaGuardia Community
played Long Island University_'s 'w'
College teams A an B. Dorna Mathiteam losing 3 to 1. The sole LaGuardia
son, President of the Caribbean Club,
goal
was scored by Jefferson.
was instrumental in securing LaGuar-

The third game saw the LaGuardia
'W' team and L.I.U's "B" team score
one goal apiece in a draw. LaGuardia's
lone goal in that contest was scored by
Tony Curroto.
In the final game, the LaGuardia
"B" team were 2-0 victors over L.I.u.'s
"B" team, with goals by Luis Torres
and Jefferson.
The Soccer Club is preparing an ex-
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hibition here at the LaGuardia gym.
Information will be released to students soon. Mr Samuel Farrell, faculty
advisor and coach of the Soccer Club is
trying out new players for the team. fur
more information call Oscar Sarasky,
President of the Soccer Club at
784-8936.

